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PREFACE 
The following report was prepared by the author for the 
Department of Aviation, University of North Dakota (UND), and the Office 
of Atmospheric Water Resources Management, Bureau of Reclamation, as a 
contribution to the UND research on extended-area effects of weather 
modification activities. 
The contents of this report are intended to provide information 
on the weather modification projects from 1951 through 1976 over North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota for the purpose of assessing the 
impact of these activities on the design of evaluation schemes for 
future weather modification research and applied projects. The assess-
ment is left for the UND research staff, or other interested persons, to 
blend with their specific research objectives. 
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1. BACKGROUND FOR THIS STUDY 
1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
"Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does anything 
about it." 
Editorial, The Hartford Courant 
August 24, 1897 
Unlike the familiar quotation, people have been trying to do 
something about their weather. Modern approaches to weather modification 
began in North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota in 1948. Large 
portions of this area contracted for weather modification at various 
times during the following 29 years. A tremendous amount of personal 
and collective effort has been directed toward improving the weather. 
Enthusiastic support for weather modification (referred to as weather 
improvement, rain making, rain increasing, cloud seeding, cloud modifi-
cation) was often followed by disenchantment for several reasons. The 
recent program conducted by South Dakota experienced many social problems 
which were common to the earlier projects. The project conducted by 
North Dakota is also facing similar problems. 
The purpose of this study is to identify all weather modifi-
cation projects occurring over North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota 
for the period of years 1951 through 1976. It is hopeful that an aware-
ness of these activities will help to: 
1. place into perspective the development of weather modifi-
cation in these three states, 
2. assist with the administrative planning and technical 
design of future projects; and, 
3. provide a background of information useful for designing 
evaluation schemes for future projects. 
J.2 SCOPE QF THIS STUDY 
This study focuses on the administrative and technical designs 
of the weather modification projects which were conducted since 1951. 
Selected available information about each project provided in Part 2 of 
this report includes: the project operator, the project name or sponsor, 
the project operational period, the target area, project objective, 
seeding technique, and available references. 
Additional information such as listings of days or storm 
systems seeded, locations of seeding events, number of seeding hours, 
and quantity of seeding material used, would assist with assessing the 
activities of the project. However, the time and funding resources 
available for preparation of this report did not permit tabulation of 
this data. 
This report does not provide a summary of conclusions on the 
effectiveness of those projects which were evaluated. Some projects 
were not evaluated, while others were evaluated using various tech-
niques. It is not the intent of this report to examine these techniques 
nor to provide conclusions from the operators' evaluations which may 
become the bases fo r endorsing a particular cloud seeding technique or 
operator. 
Neither is this report intended to be a completed history of 
people and events associated with weather modification during the study 
period. Some of this information was included for its value in relating 
the social problems and user decision processes of projects. Appendix A 
lists dates of historical significance. Many of the references contain 
more detailed historical information. 
The remaining text of Part 1 is based on the author's familiarity 
\ with projects in the 1970's, and from newspaper clippings, reports, and 
minutes of meetings that the author had access - to while searching for 
information describing target areas, project periods, and project designs. 
2 . CAPSULE OF THE PROJECT DESIGNS 
The complete design and execution of a weather modification 










the project administrative organization, 
the decision models which ~etermine suitable weather 
conditions and suitable clouds to be treated for a 
modifying effect, 
the delivery techniques for releasing the treatment 
material into the atmosphere or selected clouds, 
an environmental assessment of the consequences of 
modifying precipitation, 
the feasibility of achieving benefits which are in excess 
of costs, 
the data and documentation needed to assess results and 
benefits, 
the statistical methods for evaluating and interpreting 
the data, and 
the reports which convey the project to other persons. 
A thorough discussion of these phases for each project is not 
possible, nor would it be of much value. This list of phases is used 
below to conveniently organize a general discussion about the projects. 
This discussion is concentrated on the applied projects, since future 
policies and projects (applied and research) should be thoughtfully 
designed in the perspective of the needs and problems of the general user 
group. 
2.1 ADMINISTRATION 
The common administrative organization during the first two 
decades consisted of associations or corporations. These groups raised 
funds through voluntary subscription and engaged in contracts with 
operators (controllers) for weather modification services. The organi-
zation of these groups varied between a slate of officers chosen from a 
3 
4 
wide area of counties to a board of directors from which officers were 
elected. In the latter case, a director(s) was chosen from each of the 
counties expected to participate as part of the target area. In some 
cases, county associations were organized to collect funds; for example, 
Barnes County Rain Increasing Association, Mountrail County Rain Increase 
Association, Tioga Cloud Seeding Association, McLean Weather Modification 
Corporation, Wells County Weather Modification Corporation. Individuals 
within county areas were assigned (voluntarily) tasks of soliciting 
funds (subscriptions). 
Costs paid by subscribers for initial projects in the 1950's 
varied from 2¢ to 10¢ per acre. On several projects, costs charged for 
rangeland were about one-third of costs charged for tilled land. The 
costs of state-county cost-shared projects in 1976 approached 5¢ per 
acre for all land in the target area. 
However, not all farmers paid subscriptions: only 900 land 
owners in a ten-county area of 7000 potential supporters paid in 1951.
1 
"This was considered by many as unjust, resulting in loss of some of 
the earlier contributors, and finally resulted in the introduction to 
the '54 legislature, and passage of a bill which with a petition by 51 
percent of the free-holders would allow county commissioners to appro-
priate through a mill levy to finance seeding costs". 2 
The Institute of Atmospheric Sciences (IAS) developed advisory 
committees for its field research projects in 1968. These committees were 
comprised of the director of IAS and representatives of the counties in 
the target area. This concept was extended into local-state management 
of the South Dakota Weather Modification Program in 1972; an advisory 
committee was developed for each multi-county target area (district). 
(Responding to public interest, in 1974 the director for the South 
1
Rain-Increasing Pushed for the Grand River Area. The Dakota 
Farmer, April 19, 1952, Aberdeen, SD, p. 48. 
2
sinclair, G., 1954: Cloud Seeding Results in South Dakota 
During the Seeded Years, 1951-1954. South Dakota State College, Brookings, 
SD, p. 1. 
I 
Dakota Weather Modification Commission invited non-participating counties 
to attend district meetings. However, they were rarely represented.) 
When North Dakota adopteq amendments to its North Dakota Century Code 
2-07 during the 1975 legislative session, the amendments required the 
North Dakota Weather Modification Board to establish districts, and an 
advisory committee for each district. 
In South Dakota, from 1963 through 1971 several boards of 
county commissioners engaged in contracts with operators for cloud 
seeding services. The county boards of commissioners were authorized to 
levy up to one mill for weather modification under legislation (S.D.C.L. 
10-18) adopted in 1954 and amended in 1963. This authorization did not 
contain a provision requiring a referendum for obtaining public sentiment 
toward cloud seeding. Later in 1974 and 1975, considerable pressure was 
brought by citizens upon individual commissioners and at meetings of 
boards of commissioners to withdraw from contracting for cloud seeding, 
· although commissioners themselves favored such activity. Contrarily, in 
a few other counties citizens promoting cloud seeding found their commis-
sioners opposed and were unable to secure approval for funding. 
In 1965 the North Dakota legislature enacted N.D.C.C. 58-03-07 
which authorized townships to levy for weather modification by majority 
vote at annual township meetings. However, this action did not stimulate 
participation in cloud seeding; and, in fact, caused a checkerboard 
effort of participating townships. That same year (1965) the legislature 
enacted N.D.C.C. 2-07 which authorized boards of county commissioners to 
levy up to two mills for weather modification upon majority vote at a 
county-wide election, but no counties are known to have used this provision 
successfully or unsuccessfully. 
In 1969 the North Dakota legislature amended N.D.C.C. 2-07 to 
provide for county weather modification authorities. Authorities can 
request of the board of county commissioners a levy of up to two mills 
for cloud seeding. Seven counties immediately took advantage of this 
provision for the 1970 season. Dry summers in 1973 and 1974 generated 
more interest, and ten additional authorities were created. 
6 
The North Dakota law provides that authorities are created for 
a ten-year period through a ballot process, either by petition or county-
wide election. The 17 authorities created through 1975 used the petition 
route wherein petition carriers solicited signatures of more than 51% of 
the voting residents in the county. Stutsman and Steele counties included 
a question of whether to create an authority on county elections in 
September of 1976. The elections in both counties failed · to gain the 51% 
needed. Weather modification was promoted in Stutsman County prior to the 
election by advertising in local newspapers. 
However, the law provides for repeal of an authority through 
similar procedures. During the winter of 76-77, opposition groups were 
successful in obtaining 51% of the voters to sign petitions repealing 
authorities in six counties (Kidder, Eddy, Wells, Barnes, Foster, and 
Sargeant). In one of these counties, the county authority was unaware 
of the circulation of the repeal petitions until a substantial number of 
signatures had already been obtained. The authority visited the petition 
carriers individually, distributed nearly 400 copies of a letter supporting 
weather modification over their signatures, and paid for a full page 
advertisement in the local newspaper: this effort did not seem to 
affect the success of the petition carriers. 
Many of the user associations retained powers to terminate 
cloud seeding operations for portions of the project period. This power 
was used in several instances throughout the two and one-half decades of 
projects. In some cases the only clue to this decision lies in recorded 
minutes of association meetings. (Not all minutes were available or 
read for this report.) 
2.2 DECISION MODELS 
The decision models (opportunity recognition techniques) used 
by a particular project depend, in part, on the objectives of the project. 
Research projects were primarily concerned with gaining additional 
knowledge about the effects of cloud seeding, while applied projects 
were aimed at achieving the maximum possible modification oenefits. 
I 
Three projects were conducted where researchers and users shared the 
objectives and cooperated in the operation of the projects. 
The objectives of the projects included basic research to 
enhance the knowledge of weather modification, as well as fog dissipation, 
snow increase, rain augmentation, rain decrease, and hail damage reduction. 
Suitable clouds or cloud systems (those which respond when seeded according 
to desired objectives) were not defined in the literature for most of 
the applied projects, nor were the treatment criteria and opportunity 
recognition methods documented. 
Cloud seeding operations conducted by Water Resources Develop-
ment Corporation (WRDC) during the 1950's were controlled from its 
office in Denver. 3 •4 Meteorologists analyzed weather data, prepared a 
forecast, and determined which ground generators should be burned to 
seed (treat) the weather system. Telephone calls were sometimes placed 
directly to the generator operators, other times local project directors 
or county agent~ were called and instructed to further call particular 
generator operators. In the second case, a local area forecast was also 
provided. 
Daily weather forecasts were prepared by IAS for its field 
experiments, a briefing was subsequently given to field staff. The IAS 
stratified weather data before and after cloud seeding operations, and 
stratified cloud measurements in an effort to determine those weather 
conditions and clouds which are suitable for effective seeding. This 
research was used to develop opportunity recognition and decision methods 
for state conducted projects in South Dakota and North Dakota. 
From 1965 weather radar had a significant role in most of the 
projects as a tool for real-time assessment of cloud conditions and for 
3science of Seeding Clouds for Rain Becoming Big Business. 
Valley City Times Record, May 10, 1952, Valley City, ND. 
4weather Information From Wide Area Governs Rain Increasing 
Operations for Specific Spots. Gate City Guide, June 26, 1952, Rapid 
City, SD. 
8 
tracking the location of cloud seeding aircraft. Principal information 
used from the radar were cloud echo location, echo top height, echo 
intensity and echo structure for identifying hail bearing storms. 
2.3 DELIVERY TECHNIQUES 
The cloud treatment materials were released from generators on 
the ground and from generators attached to aircraft. Three projects 
used a combination of both, but eventually abandoned the ground gener-
ators. 
All ground generators released silver iodide. The methods of 
generation, the rates of release, and the location of generators are 
known for only a few projects from available information. Twenty-eight 
units were reported to be located in the western portion of the Dakotas 
during 1951, Newspaper accounts and project reports give locations of 
the generators, but the information is inadequate to reconstruct tech-
niques used to decide which generators were operated for various storm 
systems. 
Mr. Marion Bruce, a farmer at McIntosh, South Dakota, and 20-
year member of the South Dakota Weather Control Commission, burned corn 
cobs impregnated with silver iodide to protect his crops from hail 
damage as storms approached the area of his farm during 1966 and 1967. 
Aircraft were used to treat clouds with carbon black, dry ice, 
sodium chloride, silver iodide, and 1,5- dihydroxynaphthalene. All of 
the applied projects used silver iodide as the treatment agent, with one 
exception when sodium chloride was also used. 
The silver iodide was released from liquid fuel generators and 
solid fuel generators (pyrotechnics or flares). Liquid fuel generators 
produced output rates from 120 grams per hour to 700 grams per hour for 
each generator; rates at the lower end of this range were commonly used. 
A change from sodium iodide to ammonium iodide as the carrier of silver 
iodide in acetone solutions was made in 1969. The pyrotechnic yield 
9 
varied from 5 grams per unit to 200 grams per unit during burn durations 
varying from 30 seconds to 12 minutes. 
The liquid fuel generators on aircraft were burned primarily 
at cloud base, but were also burned in-cloud at OC and -SC. Droppable 
pyrotechnics (also referred to as ejectables, photoflash cartridges) 
were used principally at -SC and -BC for rain augmentation, although one 
project used them also at -20C for hail reduction. 
Many types of single and twin-engine aircraft were used to 
deliver the treatment material to clouds. Aircraft which are known to 
have been used were: Pawnee, AT6-G, Comanche 250, Bonanza V, Centurion, 
PT-26, Dehavilland DHC-2, Apache, Twin Comanche, Baron, Cessna 310, 
Aztec, Skymaster, Seneca. 
Reports generally do not describe the delivery techniques 
which were used by the operators. This is likely due to the difficult 
problem of drafting the "feel" about clouds often used by operators 
during cloud seeding activities. Since each cloud is a unique entity, 
operators must make character judgments about the cloud's suitability 
for seeding and the specific delivery procedure as the cloud develops. 
Existjng information on the delivery techniques of projects 
suggests that the conceptual plan for treatment of clouds varied with 
each operator. Whether these variations produce significant differences 
in cloud response remains unresolved. The state-operated projects 
patterned techniques after the North Dakota Pilot Project with input 
from experienced operators. 
2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
An economic assessment of weather modification was prepared 
for the Advisory Committee on Weather Control in 1954.
5 
5Economic Implications of Weather Modification. Report by 
Consultants to National Advisory Committee on Weather Control, Pamphlet 
60, December 1954, Agricultural Economics Department, South Dakota State 
College, Brookings, SD, 46 pp. 
10 
The agricultural experiment stations of the state universities 
in North Dakota and South Dakota engaged in research in 1971, 1972, and 
1973 for the purpose of assessing expected ecological effects of added 
growing season rainfall. This work was sponsored by the Office of 
Atmospheric Water Resources Management, Bureau of Reclamation. It 
consisted principally of a comprehensive literature search on previous 




The 1975 legislative assembly in South Dakota enacted legis-
lation requiring environmental impact statements for natural resource 
oriented projects which were funded, in part, by the state. An environ-
mental impact statement was prepared for the 1975 season of the South 
Dakota Weather Modification Program. 8 Funding was not provided for 
original research toward this effort, so a report was prepared using 
information available from other studies. 
2.5 FEASIBILITY OF ACHIEVING BENEFITS 
The studies of the agricultural experiment stations also dealt 
with the expected crop and range response to added growing season rain-
fall.6'7 The expected responses were translated into expected economic 
effects. These studies demonstrated potentially high (100:1) benefit/ 
cost ratios for weather modification projects achieving an additional 
inch or better of growing season rainfall. 
An analysis of the climatology of weather events suitable for 
effective seeding has not been completed. Again, this was likely due to 
an inadequate concept of a suitable weather event. 
6
Johnson, J.E., and "ARE" Research Team, 1974: The Effects 
of Added Rainfall During the Growing Season in North Dakota. Number 52, 
Agricultural Experiment Station, North Dakota State University, Fargo, 
ND, 227 pp. 
7Myers, M., and Special Study Team, 1973: Effects of Additional 
Precipitation on Agricultural Production, the Environment the Economy 
and Human Society in South Dakota. Agricultural Experime~t Station, ' 
South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, 177 pp. 
8Environmental Impact Statement for the South Dakota Weather 
Modification Program. Division of Weather Modification Department of 
Natural Resource Development, Pierre, SD, 86 pp. ' 
11 
In one study, Lowe, et al., conducted a computer analysis of 
atmospheric soundings to predict cumulus response to seeding. 9 The 
computer program (known as the Penn State Model) was used to evaluate 
12QQg soundings for the years 1967 and 1968 from 28 stations in the 
western United States. The rainfall differential between unseeded and 
seeded versions of analysis of atmospheric soundings was used to assess 
seeding potential. 
The investigators of the North Dakota Pilot Project suggest 
that suitable weather events (days having dynamic seedability) occur 
over the area of that project with a frequency and seeding effect adequate 
to increase seasonal rainfall by one inch. 
2.6 PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 
Adequate documentation of project cloud seeding activities and 
collection of meteorological data are essential for evaluation of a 
project's effects on precipitation. With the exception of IAS reports, 
the reports usually do not list information about individual seeding 
events. The operational logs which would identify dates, times, and 
locations for individual cloud seeding events are typically archived by 
the operator; the logs for some projects can be found with state licensing 
agencies, the sponsor, or elsewhere. 
This information appears essential for evaluation efforts 
which are concerned with extra-area effects extending beyond the target 
area. For example, Brown, et al., conducted research on the possible 
downwind effects for 1968 over South Dakota.
10 
This study identified 
storm periods using hourly precipitation data and thus needed the data 
on individual seeding events to determine which storm periods were 
seeded. 
91owe, R., D. C. Schertz, and D. A. Mathews, 1971: A Climatology 
of Cumulus Seeding Potential for the Western United States. NAVWEARSCHFAC 
Technical Paper No. 4-71, Naval Weather Research Facility, Building R-48, 
Naval Air Station, Norfolk, VA, 78 pp. 
lOBrown, J. K., R. W. Shaffer, and R. D. Elliott, 1969: Large 
Scale Dynamic Effects of Cloud Seeding. Report No. 15-12, North American 
Weather Consultants, Goleta, CA, 42 pp. 
12 
On one occasion, while searching for operator reports, the 
author discovered that a county auditor had discarded the reports filed 
by the operator. On another occasion, the individual had discarded a 
portion of the materials which he felt were no longer important. One 
operator was reluctant to provide any information about the projects he 
conducted. These encounters suggest an urgency to establish an archive 
for the logs of all past and future projects. Such an archive may 
induce investigators to do evaluation studies on the projects since the 
data would be available more conveniently. 
2.7 EVALUATION METHODS 
Meteorological data typically used to assess the effects of 
the projects were hourly and daily rainfall measurements, hail stone 
energy from passive hail indicators, crop-hail insurance statistics, and 
radar echo information. The passive hail indicators also provided 
information on hail stone sizes. 
The IAS research projects, state-operated projects, and a few 
others installed precipitation networks to collect higher density rainfall 
data than otherwise available from the National Weather Service network 
of stations. Citizens volunteered to record the data and make it avail-






Target-control studies compared rainfall data of the 
National Weather Service for stations crosswind and 
upwind (control areas) to rainfall data for stations 
within the target area. Ratios of target and control 
rainfall for seeded periods were divided by similar 
ratios for years earlier than the project to determine 
the seeding effect. 
Rainfall and hail data were collected from seeded and 
unseeded cloud systems by operating a dense network of 
rain gauges and hail indicators which was installed 
throughout the target area and adjacent unseeded area(s) 
(called control area). The unseeded cloud system precipi-
tation data was obtained by randomization (selecting some 
cloud systems by chance methods as those not to be seeded) 
or from clouds passing over the control portion of the 
instrumentation network. 
Crop hail insurance data of county-wide loss/cost statis-
tics were studied by comparing seeded county (target) 
areas to unseeded counties. 
The research projects of IAS refined evaluation methods 
by stratifying data into groups of days having common 
criteria. The criteria included weather, radar, and 
cloud model parameters. 
The methods of evaluation of the project varied considerably 
as shown below. 8. 
Radar data were used to estimate the total rainfall 
produced by a cloud, to measure cloud sizes in parameters 
of echo diameter and height, and to study intensity 
profiles during cloud evolution. 




Monthly and seasonal maps of rainfall and of percentage 
of normal rainfall were prepared using National weather 
Service rainfall data. These maps were used to demonstrate 
that areas of larger amounts of rainfall were coincident 
with the target area. 
Rainfall and hailfall data from the target area and from 
adjacent unseeded area(s) were compared by operating a 
line of rain gauges and hail indicators across the target 
and into the adjacent unseeded area(s). 
Brown, et al., and Court have also been concerned with effects 
downwind of target areas in the Dakotas.lO,ll Both of these studies 
examined statistical methods for determining the existence of downwind 
effects. These studies were financed respectively by the U.S. Naval 
Weapons Center and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
11court, A., 1974: Development of Methodology for Detection of 
Downwind Effects of Seeding. Report No. 15-20, North American Weather 
Consultants, Goleta, CA, 41 pp. 
14 
An effort was undertaken by Srivastava for the South Dakota 
Weather Modification Program to study alternative statistical approaches 
to evaluation. 12 The study settled on statistical treatment of rainfall 
time series from South Dakota and North Dakota. This work was initiated 
by the Division of Weather Modification, Pierre, SD, under sponsorship 
of the Office of Atmospheric Water Resources Management, Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
2.8 STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
A statistical summary of the activities of the projects is not 
possible since seasonal summaries were not prepared for many projects, 
particularly for years prior to 1958 when a federal reporting requirement 
was instituted. The following information was extracted from the tables 
and references in Part 2 of this report. 
Number of projects 
Number of seasons projects conducted 
Number of research projects 
Number of seasons research projects 
conducted 
Number of research projects financed 
totally with federal dollars 
Number of applied projects for which 
federal dollars supported an 
evaluation 
Maximum number of counties in applied 








A tally of the number of years weather modification projects 
have been conducted over counties is shown in Figure 1. Nineteen seasons 
of cloud seeding have been conducted over Pennington and Custer counties, 
18 over Ward, 16 over Slope and Bowman, 14 over Mountrail, Adams and 
Hetfinger, 13 over Meade and Fall River, 12 over Corson, and 11 over 
Buffalo and McKenzie. 
12srivastava, J. N., and D. F. Vecchio, 1976: South Dakota 
Weather Modification Data Analysis Project: Final Project Report. 


























































































3. DECISION PROCESSES 
A detailed description of the social acceptance and of the 
development of opposition toward weather modification in South Dakota 
between 1970 and 1975 is provided by Farhar and Mewes. 13 An examination 
of the development of weather modification in North Dakota was completed 
by Smart.
14 
While these studies are useful measures of sectors of 
public sentiment toward weather modification, an analysis of the decision 
process which leads to implementation or termination of projects from 
individual and collective attitudes has not been undertaken. 
This author observes that many of the user conceptions of 
weather modification were unchanged in the 1970 1 s from the 1950's. If 
this is in fact true, then it follows that the cultural environment 
within which users make these decisions or arrive at conceptions also 
remains relatively unchanged. This observation of an apparent cultural 
lag is supported by Haas, who writes" ... it is a fact that cloud 
seeding has repeatedly been practiced in the absence of any significant 
societal adjustments whatsoever. 1115 
3.1 HISTORICAL EXCERPTS 
The 25 years of weather modification in the Dakotas provide an 
opportunity to examine influencing factors in the decision processes of 
users. The following excerpts from newspapers and other sources provide 
insight into the nature of these factors. 
13
Farhar, B. C., and J. Mewes, 1976·. Social Acceptance of 
Weather Modification: The Emergent South Dakota Controversy. Monograph 
No. 23, Program on Technology, Environment and Man, Institute of Behav-
ioral Science, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, 194 pp. 
14
smart, G. R., 1976: Weather Modification in North Dakota. 
TASH-Working Paper #24, Human Ecology Research Services Boulder, CO, 
23 pp. , 
15
Haas, J.E., 1974.· S ociological Aspects of Weather Modifi-
cation. Chapter 22 of Weather and Climate Modification, John Wiley and 
Sons, New York, NY, p. 801. 
16 
17 
By creating rainfall in the southwest, Dr. Langmuir said in a 
copyrighted story published in the Tucson Daily Citizen yester-
day, he had changed the rainfall pattern over the entire country. 
The experiment, he asserted, put the success of cloud seeding 
beyond "valid doubt." 
Rain Pattern Proves Cloud Seeding Value. 
Rapid City (SD) Daily Journal. May 27, 
1952, Rapid City, SD. 
Dr. Vincent Schaefer, General Electric research chemist whose 
experiments set modern-day rain-making efforts in motion, said 
at the Great Plains Council: 
"Now it will be up to the farmer, I think--whether we just 
have another experience like we have had so many times in 
the past when so-called rainmakers would drive up with 
their covered wagon--start out some evil-smelling chem-
icals, and then take credit for anything that might happen. 
I personally think we are beyond that state. I think we 
know enough about precipitation mechanisms that if we 
want to, we can eventually do most anything we want with 
the weather (but)--we are not going to get very far unless 
everyone is willing to go at it the right way." 
Dispute on Whether Rainmaking Effective; 
Tests Favored in SD, Daily Argus Leader, 
May 30, 1952, Sioux Falls, SD. 
Dr. Bernard Vonnegut of the General Electric laborator~es, .who 
discovered that silver iodide would do the most effective Job 
yet known in cloud seeding, told the Senate Connnittee on weather 
modification: I am convinced that by cloud seeding techniques 
it will be possible to exercise considerable control over the 
weather for the general good of our country. 
Many Scientists Agree That Cloud Seeding 
With Silver Iodide Will Increase Amount 
of Rainfall. Gate City Guide, June 19, 
1952, Rapid City, SD. 
But most meteorologists have remained firmly unconvinced that 
the Langmuir experiment proved anything. "It would be diffi-
cult to think of another experiment in modern science that 
seemed to prove so much," Fortune says. 
Private Forecaster Out on Limb--
Predicts May Weather. Rapid City 
(S.D.) Daily Journal, May 14, 1953, 
Rapid City, SD. 
18 
A drought potentially as serious as that which ravaged North 
Dakota agriculture during the thirties is again developing in 
this state. 
Drought Worse Than Thirties Looms in N.D. 
Rapid City (SD) Daily Journal, June 10, 
1952, Rapid City, SD. 
A desperate situation usually leads to desperate action, and 
this is just what the farmers and ranchers proceeded to do. 
If any additional water was to be secured, it had to come from 
the clouds overhead. A program of seeding the clouds was their 
only possibility for additional moisture. So in spite of the 
limited knowledge of weather research at hand, for that area, 
and with a full realization that long-range seeding studies 
should be made, they decided to go ahead and do the best they 
could using the knowledge in cloud seeding available because 
the situation needed immediate action. 
If I were a farmer on the Belle Fourche irrigation project and 
had thousands of dollars at stake in my 1961 crops I would be 
willing to gamble a few dollars to secure more moi;ture. 
Memorandum of the Chairman to Members 
of the Connnittee on Public Works--
United States Senate, May 3, 1962, 
page 1 and 2. 
This weather modification idea strikes all of us right where 
we live. Weather is noticed by us as individuals, noticed 
often, with varying feelings, sometimes with prayer and some-
times with profanity. 
Economic Implications of Weather 
Modification. op. cit., p. 41. 
Colin Miller, Water Resources Development Corp., Denver, Colo., 
said his firm now has 50,000,000 acres under rain-increasing 
contracts. 
He said his firm now is in a position to guarantee an increase 
of from 50 to 400 percent more rain than would fall naturally. 
"By next year," he said, "we may be in a position to also 
promise freedom from hail. All experiments thus far would 
lead to that conclusion." 
Farmers Close to Acceptance of Rainmakers. 
Minot (ND) Daily News, May 18, 1951, 
Minot, ND. 
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Why aren't they using rainmaking equipment in the drought-
stricken areas of North Dakota and South Dakota? 
There are three answers: some areas are, some aren't, and in 
many cases it wouldn't make much difference. 
Rainmakers Can't End Drought, Dakotas 
Find. Minneapolis Morning Tribune, 
June 18, 1952, Minneapolis, MN. 
A lot of people say that there is no such thing as rainmakers. 
That statement is very correct. Men cannot make rain, but it 
has been proven that they can increase the amount of rain by 
the use of silver iodide. 
Rain Increase Through Cloud Seeding. 
The Harrold Journal, March 5, 1953, 
Harrold, SD. 
Cloud seeding is a work of professional men--meteorologists, 
physicists, and chemists. One does not look for the cheapest 
doctor in the country when he is ill. Neither do we look 
through the land for the lawyer who will charge us the 1:ast 
when we need legal advice. We cannot see why we should Jump 
at the smallest bargain-basement price offered by a group who 
will tamper with the fortunes of people over 8,000,000 acres. 
Yet these same people (Board of Directors, Grand River Valley 
Weather Improvement Association) one year ago today had not 
heard of rain-increase. Today they claim to be able to tell 
the man who pioneered in the work, ... how to run his operation. 
Editorial, the Morristown World, 
April 11, 1952, Morristown, SD. 
Rain Increase Office Functioning in Rapid City--Farmers Optimistic 
Headline in Rapid City (SD) Daily Journal, 
date unknown, 1952, Rapid City, SD. 
Lose Faith in Rainmaking in Central S.D. Drouth Area 
Headline in the Daily Republic, 
August 12, 1953, Pierre, SD. 
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"We are still collecting data, but the results look favorable," 
Caubin said. 
Rapid City (SD) Daily Journal, 
date unknown, 1953, Rapid City, SD. 
Forell, as Lyman County's representative on the board of 
directors, has pointed out that farmers in the area who have 
seen small grains turn brown and have seen small grain yields 
fall to the lowest point in years as a result of the near 
drouth this season, can't believe the rainmakers are working, 
or that if they are, that they have done any good. 
But Forell himself, still thinks there is something in artificial 
seeding of clouds with silver iodide to increase rainfall. 
"It is an experiment and we can't let one dry year throw out any 
good it has done us last year or may do in the future," he says. 
"If we had had rain making for the last 10 years, we'd all be 
for it because we had rainfall." 
May Ask Legislature for Special Rain-
making Levy. The Daily Republic, 
August, date unknown, 1953, Pierre, SD. 
It is the humble opinion of this writer that one of the greatest 
contributions that could be derived from scientific research 
would be a measuring device which would be understandable and 
acceptable to the individuals sponsoring any weather modification 
project. Until we have such a device available, privately 
endowed projects cannot endure. 
Evaluation of Cloud Seeding Flights. 
Shag Sheldon, pilot and coordinator 
for Grazing, Inc., 1961. 
"Going to need policemen in the skies to see that some state 
doesn't steal another's weather," quips Senator Clinton Anderson, 
authoring one of several federal weather control bills. 
Did Rain Makers Change the Weather? 
The Farm Journal, September, 1951. 
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3.2 DECISION FACTORS 
Several factors in the decision processes by the users of 
weather modification are proposed, as shown below. 
1. Users have typically initiated weather modification 
activities responding from a (desperate) need to improve 








Schaefer's discovery in 1946 and other weather modifi-
cation research provided the justification by users to 
engage in weather modification activities even though the 
scientific understanding was, and still is, incomplete. 
The projects were developed, promoted, and managed by a 
small group of citizens who were concerned with the welfare 
of the entire population within the target area. These 
persons were motivated by the potentially high benefit/cost 
ratios. 
The majority of the population was interested in the 
subject of weather modification but did not publicly 
endorse it. 
Although the majority of the population recognizes possible 
benefits, it remained skeptical about weather modification 
for reasons which are rooted in morals, and perceptions 
of weather. 
Users judged the project and formed conceptions of the 
project's success on the basis of their individual obser-
vations of project performance, from the gossip in their 
communities, from the project's management, and from the 
rainfall and hailfall that occurs. 
Projects lost user support when results were not demon-
strated; not by statistical evaluation, but by lack of 
hail damage and of sufficient rainfall which were perceived 
to be the result of the project. 
8. Opposition arose when individuals perceived that they 
were sustaining an economic loss as a result of the 





When opposition occurred, proponents attempted to rally 
support and to justify the project using scientific 
information, and then recognized the need for proper 
evaluation of their project. 
The weather modification laws introduced and amended in 
the Dakota's from 1953 were often intended to improve the 
administrative mechanics of implementing projects; they 
did not have an impact on the basic user decision processes. 
Many of these factors of public perceptions and the effect of 
these perceptions on user decision processes were recognized by admin-
istrators of the South Dakota Weather Modification Program. An effort 
was made to inform the public via the news media in order to improve the 
public awareness of the program and of weather modification. However, 
Farhar and Mewes conclude from their study of South Dakota residents 
during 1972-1975 as follows. 16 
3.3 
Findings show that exposure to media information and greater 
knowledge about weather modification is not a linear relation-
~hi~ ~ith favorable evaluation of projects': •. That is, as 
individuals become more informed, some of them become more 
opposed an~ some mo:e favorable than they were previously. 
Thus, public education programs, while imperative to keeping 
the citizenry informed, should not be assumed to produce 
more favorable public opinion to weather modification. 
ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 
It is doubtful that in the near future the technology of 
weather modification will advance to a capability which can produce 
results readily apparent to most citizen observers. However, there will 
continue to be some individuals who claim they personally witnessed 
cloud morphology which could only have been caused by weather tampering. 
Further, well planned and executed projects, such as those 
conducted in recent years by the states of North Dakota and South Dakota, 
have presently reached a plateau of capability to produce desirable 
16
Farhar, B. C., and Mewes, J., 1976: Social Acceptance of 
Weather Modification: The Emergent South Dakota Controversy. op. cit., 
p. 3. 
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results. Every effort was made to adopt the technologies having "proven" 
capability for these two projects. Only with improvements in opportunity 
r ecognition, treatment materials, and delivery methods which are dramati-
cally different than procedures now practiced, will the technology come 
closer to meeting the real needs of agriculture. (Assuming, of course, 
tha t these improvements will cause a greater effect which is acceptable.) 
A technical capability of stopping 30%, or even 60%, of hail 
damage, as an aggregate impact on a large population of farmers, is an 
economic incentive for implementing projects. A technical capability of 
producing 10% or even 20% more seasonal rainfall certainly does not 
eliminate drouth. However, the personal risks of each farmer to economic 
loss from hail damage and drouth still remain very high. (Farming, by 
i ts very nature of depending on the unpredictable weather, is a highly 
risky venture. Economic returns are usually 2-4 percent of investments.) 
The problem of selling the present weather modification technical 
capabilities to those persons unwilling to support cloud seeding projects 
in the presence of controversy among meteorologists and statisticians is 
very difficult to resolve. The controversy as to whether cloud seeding 
has advanced to a science of useful capabilities continues as it did 
during the 1950's. This controversy contributes to the problems of 
public acceptance of cloud seeding. A cultural lag will continue until 
the scientific community generally accepts cloud seeding as a usable 
technology which is capable of modifying clouds in a beneficial manner(s) · 
Consider further that the daily exposure of the public to 
weather forecasting has changed relatively little during the past 26 
years. The public looks to the weather forecast for guidance on its 
activities. Yet the forecasts are often viewed as unreliable due to the 
occurrence of two inches of "partly cloudy." 
What should be the roles of users-payers, government agencies, and 
weather modification scientists in the decision process of future projects? 
This is one subject of an {nve~tigation required by the National Weather 
Modification Policy Act, P.L. 94-490, adopted by Congress in September, 
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1976. An increasing role of the federal government seems imminent since 
the weather crosses political boundaries. 
3.4 ROLE OF STATE GOVERNMENT IN WEATHER MODIFICATION 
Amendments adopted by the South Dakota legislature in 1971 and 
by the North Dakota legislature in 1975 placed the weather modification 
regulatory agencies in these states into the additional role of imple-
menting and managing weather modification operations. Although the laws 
in the Dakotas have the flexibility which authorizes these agencies to 
engage in contracts with outside groups for the design and management of 
operations, the agencies chose to develop in-house capabilities to 
accomplish these tasks. Thus the agencies, which were established for 
regulatory purposes, became primarily concerned with the operation of 
projects. 
The role of state government in weather modification has 
evolved to its present form in response to concern for existing problems. 
It is anticipated that in the future the involvement from the state 
level will increase in response to additional pressure from the public 
to safeguard its interest. Since weather moves across state boundaries, 
the political framework within which these problems can be addressed is 
from the state level. 
listed below. 




Opposition to weather modification projects within target 
areas and from adjacent areas which cross county and 
state boundaries. 
A trend toward increasing liability for effects caused 
with provision for reimbursement to those who can demon-
strate unreasonable harm. 
The need to coordinate projects in adjacent areas across 
state boundaries: to improve project cost efficiency as 
well as for technical considerations in properly seeding 
cloud systems. This coordination must include the tech-
nical design and execution of operations, sharing of 
data, and evaluation. 
4. 
25 
Public demand for assessments of the results of the 
projects not only on precipitation, but also on economic 
and environment impacts. 
The role of state government in responding to these concerns 







Acceptable risks in achieving economic benefits, in 
causing extra-area effects, in altering the ecology, in 
liability for unreasonable damages, and in social accep-
tance of weather modification. 
Standards by which operators are judged competent to 
control and engage in weather modification activities for 
issuing licenses. 
Minimum technical standards which become the basis for 
technical design of projects, for issuing permits, and 
for monitoring weather modification activities. 
Specific technical designs, if necessary, to conform with 
statistical schemes which can monitor results of projects; 
for example, randomization of seeding. 
Developing harmony with adjoining states, intrastate, and 
with federal agencies. 
ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN WEATHER MODIFICATION 
The principal function of the user role iu weather modification 
has been to provide the local-level perception for a need to engage in 
cloud seeding operations. The decision to implement or withdraw from 
cloud deeding projects, when controlled at the user level, is made with 
the minimum social stress. 
The boards of county commissioners in South Dakota were given 
the power to enter into contracts for weather modification services in 
1963, and were authorized to levy up to one mill for these services. 
The boards were not required to conduct a county-wide survey of public 
support for projects. In fact, the boards were not allowed to use 
county funds for attitude surveys. A bill passed by the 1977 legislative 
session in South Dakota allows the boards to conduct surveys of public 
support for weather modification prior to engaging in contracts. 
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In South Dakota during 1972-1976, opposition persons turned to 
other tactics when they found county commissioners favorably disposed 
toward weather modification and unwilling to withdraw from contracts. 
These tactics included arousing public emotions through use of the news 
media, public meetings, and state level legislative hearings. In an 
isolated case, one commissioner was harassed during telephone conver-
sations and during discussions with opponents on his farm. 
In North Dakota, the provision for creation of county weather 
modification authorities was thought by many to be the proper way of 
providing user control and stabilizing local social problems. However, 
the development of organized opposition in several counties during the 
fall and winter of 1976 occurred in spite of the presence of the author-
ities. In fact, the authorities had little impact on maintaining favor-
able public support in those counties with strong opposition. 
The apparent key to minimizing social stress and conflict with 
county boards and authorities, state level regulatory boards, and state 
legislatures caused by opposition is a provision in legal codes for 
methods to withdraw from projects: for example, the provision in North 
Dakota's law for repeal of an authority through circulation of petitions 
or county-wide elections. The opposition did not have to confront local 
decision makers to withdraw their county from the project in North 
Dakota, but merely needed to develop support for their cause among users. 
It is likely that, because of the legal mechanism for repeal of authorities 
in North Dakota, the opposition did not turn to the emotional powers of 
state-level politics during the 1977 legislative session. 
Who should make the decision whether or not a cloud seeding 
program should be allowed? More than half of the respondents of surveys 
in South Dakota and elsewhere "believe that local residents or local 
government should be involved in that type of decision. The largest 
plurality hold that it should be the sole decision of local residents. 11 17 
17
Haas, J. E., 1974: Sociological Aspects of Weather 
Modification. op. cit., p. 804. 
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V1·ew is that the weather is regarded as The apparent reason for this 
personal, and others may not understand their needs and problems when 
t11m1wri.ng w l th thei. r wen ther. 
While this view is held, proponents have approached state 
i h funding their projects in the 1970's. legislatures for assistance wt 
Thus, all taxpayers, including those outside of the intended target 
area, are assisting in the financing of a local project. This point 
became an issue with the int~rim appropriations committee of the South 
in June Of 1975 when an unsuccessful effort was made Dakota legislature 
to change the cost share ratio between counties and the state. 
3.6 FUTURE PROJECTS 
Two alternatives are briefly outlined below which can provide 
a partial solution to the stability of weather modification projects. 
These solutions are presented in the belief that weather modification 
bl isks and that weather (cloud seeding) can be conducted within accepta tr 
modification operations should be encouraged for achieving limited 
benefits in spite of the incomplete technical knowledge. 
The first alternative is merely an extension of past patterns 
wherein state laws and state regulatory functions evolve from new public 
concerns. In this approach, local projects are not encouraged, but 
allowed to operate without higher level interference until concerns are 






Voter decision by ballot or petition to engage in weather 
modification operations, 
Total financing of the operation from within the target 
area, as understood by the voters, 
Local control of contracting for weather modification 
services, 
State level regulation will evolve in response to concerns 
as indicated in Section 3.4 of this report, and 
Minimum monitoring and evaluation with many questions 
remaining unanswered. 
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This first approach would require modifying present state laws in North 
Dakota nnd South Dakota to .allow county-wide mill levies which can 
finance the projects. 
The second alternative is an orderly development of weather 
modification from a research phase to an applied phase. This approach 
embodies a deliberate plan for phasing into an applied project. The IAS 
18,19 prepared a plan for the South Dakota Weather Control Commission in 1970. 
However, the plan was partially implemented because it was developed on 
optimism that a state-federal relationship could be developed in carrying 
out a multi-state weather modification program. 19 •20 The regional 
concept of a precipitation management program did not have the full 
support of the scientific sector in weather modification. 21 Neither 
were the objectives of scientists (requiring some cloud left untreated) 
compatible with the user objectives of maximizing benefits by treating 
all suitable clouds. 
Rather than embark on the regional (multi-state) approach 
again, the second alternative is based on a decision framework wherein 
an individual state would arrive at the decision whether to proceed with 
implementing a comprehensive, long-range plan for weather modification. 
This alternative would be costly, and would require a long-term commit-
ment. Some features of this approach are proposed as follows: 
18
one or Two More Inches of Rain Per Summer: A Plan for Cloud 
Seeding to Increase Rainfall in South Dakota. Bulletin 70-4, June 1970, 
Institu e of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology, Rapid City, SD, 44 pp. 
19
schleusener, R. A., 1970: Statement on Feasibility of a 
Statewide Weather Modification Program for South Dakota. Bulletin 70-7, 
September 1970, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School 
of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 9 pp. 
20
A Precipitation Management Program for the Northern Plains. 
Report 71-12, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of 
Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 67 pp. 
21
Proceedings: Skywater Conference VII - Review of Draft Plans 
for a Precipitation Management Program for the Northern Plains Region, 
March 1972. Bureau of Reclamation, Division of Atmospheric Water Resources 






A task force, comprised of experts from the social, 
legal, economic, agricultural, climate, and weather 
modification disciplines is charged with defining accept-
able risks (see Section 3.4) and drafting state level 
policies. 
Development of administrative and technical designs for a 
long-range (10 year) plan to examine the important questions 
surrounding a weather modification program. 
Adoption of the plan by local agencies, state agencies, 
and the state legislature. 
Continued monitoring of the project impact on precipitation, 
the ecology, and the economy and reporting to the legislative 
branch, executive branch, and the public. 
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HISTORICAL DATES HAVING SIGNIFICANCE 
First modern era attempt at weather modification. 
Weather modification efforts began by operators for user 
groups involving 31 counties. 
Privately financed projects continue in South Dakota. 
Privately financed projects continue in North Dakota. 
Senator Case of South Dakota was successful in having the 
Advisory Committee on Weather Modification established. 
First law on weather modification passed by South Dakota 
legislature; this law created the South Dakota Weather 
Control Commission. 
Legislative action in South Dakota authorizing boards of 
county commissioners to appropriate a mill levy for weather 
modification. 
The only year during which weather modification projects 
were not conducted in the tri-state area between 1951 and 
1976. 
Cloud Modification Research Act of 1957 became law; authored 
by South Dakota Senator Case. 
Weather Control Commission sponsors weather modification 
research at South Dakota State College. 
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences (IAS) established at the 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T) by 
the South Dakota Regents of Education. 
First federal funds available to SDSM&T for research in 
weather modification. 
First federally sponsored field research in weather modifi-
cation conducted in western South Dakota. 
An amendment to South Dakota laws permits boards of county 
commissioners to appropriate funds without a public vote. 
The IAS develops and executes a major effort of field 
research in weather modification over portions of South 














Several county financed projects in South Dakota. 
Legislative action in North Dakota authorizing townships 
and boards of county commissioners to appropriate a mill 
levy for weather modification. 
Townships in northcentral North Dakota finance weather 
modification through county-wide corporations. 
Legislative action in North Dakota providing creation of 
county weather modification authorities; this code was 
amended in 1973. Weather Control Commission instructs 
IAS to develop a plan for an operational weather modifi-
cation program for South Dakota. Legislative action in 
Minnesota authorizes certain specified counties to spend 
county funds in amounts not to exceed $5000 for weather 
modification. 
Seventeen county weather modification authorities are 
created in North Dakota. 
After Legislative Council hearings during 1970, legislative 
action in South Dakota amends law authorizing state partic-
ipation in a weather modification program. 
The period of the South Dakota Weather Modification Program. 
First state-wide meeting of opponents to weather modifi-
cation in South Dakota. Weather modification efforts 
conducted over 64 counties throughout North Dakota and 
South Dakota. 
After Natural Resources Committee hearings, during 1974, 
legislative action in North Dakota creates the North 
Dakota Weather Modification Board and provides funding 
for state participation in weather modification. 
The period of the North Dakota Cloud Modification Project. 
Opposition to weather modification develops in North 
Dakota and six county weather modification authorities 
are dissolved. 
PART 2: DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY OF EACH PROJECT 
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1. FORWARD TO THE TABLES AND FIGURES 
The tables and figures on subsequent pages provide selected 
information for each season of each project. A total of 162 project-
seasons are listed. A project season was considered an effort in weather 
modification for one season by an operator over a specified target area. 
The lengths of seasons (operational periods) varied from one week to 
twelve months with four months being typical. 
Each project-season was assigned a reference number. The 
first four digits of the reference number are the calendar year during 
which the project was conducted. This reference number identifies the 
corresponding target area and keys into the listing of documents avail-
able on the projects. These reference numbers are not coincident with 
the license and permit numbers assigned by state regulatory agencies, 
nor do these numbers correspond with file numbers of the NSF or NOAA. 
On a few occasions, applied and research projects were conducted 
simultaneously over a target area: the applied project stepped aside 
for the research on certain days. On one other occasion, three exper-
iments were conducted over the same general target area during the 
operational period: the choice of experiment for the day was determined 
by stratifying early morning weather data. 
Information was inadequate to complete the tables and/or 
figures for the following: 
1. northcentral North Dakota for years 1966 through 1969, 
2. northwestern North Dakota for years 1966 through 1968, 
3. western South Dakota Rain Increase Corporation for the 
years 1962 through 1967, 
4. all areas of seeding in North Dakota for 1951 through 
1953, 
5. Foster County, ND, for 1973; and, 
6. Burleigh County, ND, for 1974. 
1 
2. ADDITIONAL CLOUD SEEDING EFFORTS 
In addition to the projects listed on the following tables and 
figures, five efforts were conducted between 1948 and 1961 to investigate 
the feasibility of cloud seeding. These efforts were: 
1. aircraft release of dry ice in 1950 and 1951 by Maurice 





aircraft release of dry ice under the supervision of 
E. L. "Paddy" Ingvalson (editor of the Rapid City Daily 
Journal) near Sturgis, 
aircraft release of dry ice under the supervision of 
Senator Francis Case over his ranch in the Black Hills, 
aircraft release of dry ice by Roy Lohse of Alamo, ND; 
and, 
aircraft release of dry ice by Virgil Olson and Frode 
Jesperson of Westhope, ND. 
No details on the seeding by Maurice Birkholz in 1950 and 1951 
were found, although reference to this effort was made by him in a bid 
in a later year. A search of the library of the late Senator Case was 
not undertaken to locate information on his cloud seeding activities. 
An account of the cloud seeding on July 8, 1950, by Mr. Ingvalson 
appeared in the Rapid City Daily Journai. 22 One flight was made during 
which one cumulus cloud was seeded over Wicksville. Visual observations 
of the seeded cloud by Mr. Ingvalson led him to conclude that the seeding 
enhanced the rain shower which occurred from the seeded cloud. 
Virgil Olson and Frode Jesperson used a PT-26 aircraft to seed 
a cloud near Westhope on June 16, 1948. Pulverized dry ice was used; 
the cloud did not produce any rain. 23 
22
Hills Cloud-Milking Works--Over 75 Mile Area Anyway. 
City (SD) Daily Journal, July 9, 1950, Rapid City, SD. 
Rapid 
23 
Northwest Farmers Study Dry-Ice Rain Making: 




Ten pounds of dry ice were released into a cloud by Roy Lohse 
on June 24, 1948, near Alamo, ND. 24 Two inches of rain were measured 
from the seeded cloud following seeding. After several seeding obser-
vations, Lohse suggested conditions under which he believed cloud seeding 




"a rain-bearing cloud has to be present 
"it is necessary to find a cloud that has its top above 
the freezing range of 15,000 or 16,000 feet, 
"the temperature in the cloud peak must not be more than 
15 or 20 degrees above zero." 
24
Pilot Gets Credit for Rain at Alamo in Dry Ice Test. Minot 
(ND) Daily News, June 29, 1948, Minot, ND. 
25Alamo "Rain Maker" Suggests Conditions for Cloud Tapping. 
Minot (ND) Daily News, July 21, 1948, Minot, ND. 
TABLE 1 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1951-1 WRDC* -- Jun 10, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
generators Augmentation 
1951-2 WR.DC /Wibaux-Golden Jun 15, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Valley Weather Sep 30, 51 generators Augmentation 
Assoc. (Contract 
period) 
1951-3 WR.DC /Western N.D. Jul 1, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 




1951-4 WR.DC /Western S.D. May 15, 51- AgI Ground-based r-10 Precipitation 
Rain Increase Sep 30, 51 generators Augmentation 
Corporation 
1951-5 WRDC /Grand River Jun 1, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Valley Weather Aug 10, 51 generators Augmentation 
Improvement 
Assoc. 
1951-6 WRDC /West Central Jun 15, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
S.D. Weather Sep 30, 51 generators Augmentation 
Improvement 
Assoc. 




Figure 1. Target areas for projects during 1951 are shaded. 
TABLE 2 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1952-1 WRDC /Central N.D. Jun 1, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Rain Increase Hay 31, 52 generators Augmentation 
Corporation (Contract 
period) 
1952-2 WRDC -- Jul 1, 51- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Jun 30, 52 generators Augmentation 
(Contract 
period) 
1952-3 WRDC /Western S.D. May 1, 52- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Rain Increase Sep 15, 52 generators Augmentation 
Corporation °' 
1952-4 Weather /Grand River May 15, 52- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Modification Valley Weather Jul 31, 52 generators Augmentation 
Company Improvement 
Assoc. 
1952-5 WRDC /West Central Jun 1, 52- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
S.D. Weather Aug 15, 52 generators Augmentation 
Improvement 
Assoc. 
Figure 2. Target areas for projects during 1952 are shaded. 
TABLE 3 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1953-1 WRDC /North Central Apr 15, 53- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
S.D. Rain Jul 15, 53 generators Augmentation 
Increase Corp. (Suspended 
Jun 20-Jul 3) 
1953-2 WRDC -- Apr 15, 53- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Oct 31, 53 generators Augmentation 
1953-3 WRDC /Western S.D. May 15, 53- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Rain Increase Jul 31, 53 generators Augmentation 
Corporation 
1953-4 WRDC /West Central May 13, 53- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation (X) 
S.D. Weather Jul 15, 53 generators Augmentation 
Improvement (Suspended 
Assoc. Jun 20-Jun 29) 
1953-5 Weather /Grand River Jun 9, 53- AgI Ground-based No Rain decrease 
Modification Valley Weather Jul 31, 53 generators between Jun 9 
Company Improvement and Jul 5; rain 
Assoc. increase between 
Jul 6 and Jul 31 
Figure 3. 










PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/North Central May 21, 54- AgI Ground-based No 
Weather Modifi- Jul 28, 54 generators 
cation Corp. 
-- Aug 26, 54- AgI Ground-based No 
Sep 30, 54 generators 
/West Central May 1 , 54- AgI Ground-based No 
S.D. Weather Jul 25, 54 generators 
Improvement 
Assoc. 
-- Apr 28, 54- AgI Ground-based No 
Jul 13, 54 generators 
-- May 14, 54- AgI Ground-based No 
Jul 31, 54 generators 
-- May 14, 54- AgI Ground-based No 
Jul 31, 54 generators 
;;;....I 
























Available records which were found suggest that no projects were conducted during 1955. 
~ 
TABLE 6 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
WRDC /Sioux Valley Jul 1, 56- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Weather Assoc., Jul 31, 57 generators Augmentation 
Inc. (Suspended 
Dec. 56) 
WRDC /Gregory County Sep 12, 56- AgI Ground-based No 
Precipitation 











Figure 5. Target areas for projects during 1956 Are shaded. 
-
TABLE 7 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/Sioux Valley Jul 1, 56- AgI Ground-based No 
Weather Assoc., Jul 31, 57 generators 
Inc. (Suspended 
Jan & Feb, 57 
& Jun 20 to 
Jul 1, 57) 
/Gregory County Sep 12, 56- AgI Ground-based No 
Weather Modifi- Sep 12, 57 generators 
cation Assoc., (Suspended 












Figure 6. Target areas for projects during 1957 are shaded. 
e!!!!!l!!t 
TABLE 8 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RAND0¥IZED? 
1958-1 WRDC /North Central Jun 9, 58- Agl Ground-based No 
Weather Modifi- Aug 31, 58 generators 
cation Corp. 
1958-2 WRDC /S.D. Weather Sep 2, 58- Agl Ground-based No 




1958-3 S.D. State /S.D. Weather Apr & May, 58 Agl Cessna 190 No 
College Control equipped with 
Commission one generator, 
seeding in-cloud 








obtain ice nuclei 
background counts 
in Black Hills area 
and to observe 







Target areas for projects during 1958 are shaded. The crosshatched area is a region within 
which test cases were conducted on an experimental project. 
TABLE 9 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE PANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1959-1 WRDC /North Central May 5, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Weather Modifi- Aug 13, 59 generators Augmentation 
cation Corp. 
1959-2 WRDC Spink County/ Apr 21, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Sep 30, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-3 WRDC Sully County/ Apr 21, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Sep 30, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-4 WRDC Buffalo County/ Apr 21, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Sep 30, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-5 WRDC Gregory County/ May 17, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Oct 2, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-6 WRDC Hanson County/ May 25, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Aug 14, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-7 WRDC Brown County/ May 25, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Sep 20, 59 generators Augmentation 
1959-8 WRDC /Big Stone Aug 10, 59- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
County Weather, Nov 10, 59 generators Augmentation 
Inc. 
1959-9 S.D. State S.D. Weather Apr & May, 59 AgI Twin- Beech No To make detailed 
College Control dry ice equipped with a observations of 
Commission carbon generator & other cloud response 
black dispensing using several 









Figure 8. Target areas for projects during 1959 are shaded. The crosshatched area is a region within 
which test cases were conducted on an experimental project. 
TABLE 10 
REF. I I PROJECT I OPERATIONAL I SEEDING I DELIVERY NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE I RANDOMIZED?! OBJECTIVE 






















Figure 9. The target area for a project during 1960 is shaded. 
TABLE 11 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
Grant County/ Jul 21, 61- AgI Ground-based No 
Oct 4, 61 generators 
/Big Stone Jul 4, 61- AgI Ground-based No 
County Weather, net 4, 61 generators Inc. 
/Central Jul 10, 61- AgI Ground-based No 
Minnesota Oct 4, 61 generators 
Weather, Inc. (Contract 
period) 
-- Fall of 1961 AgI 1 - AT6 aircraft No 
with generators 
/School of Mines Apr 22, 61- AgI 3 aircraft each No 
Research and Aug 24, 61 equipped with 
Development generators 
Assoc. & Grazing, 
Inc. 
/Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 61- AgI-NaI- 2 - AT6 aircraft No 
Hail Suppression Aug 31, 61 Acetone each with two 
Association Sunrise to generators , at 



































Figure 10. Target areas for projects during 1961 are shaded. 
TABLE 12 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/Big Stone May 1, 62- AgI Ground-based No 
County Weather, Aug 31, 62 generators 
Inc. (Suspended 
5-16 to 6-30 
& 7-7 to 8-31) 
/North Central Apr 25, 62- AgI AT6 aircraft No 
Weather Modifi- Aug 1, 62 with acetone 
cation Corp. generators 
Corson Project/ Apr 21, 62- AgI-NaI- AT6 aircraft No 
the county May 20, 62 & Acetone equipped with 
Jun 13, 62- (4% for rain two burners, 
Aug 31, 62 augmenta- seeding at cloud 
tion) (8% base and in-cloud 
for hail 
reduction) 
/the three AgI No 
counties 
/Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 62- Agl-NaI- 2 AT6 aircraft, No 
Hail Suppression Aug 31, 62 Acetone each equipped 
Association with two gener-
ators, seeding 
at cloud base 
Cloud Study Aug 8, 62- AgI in One PSl with No 
Project/Office Aug 31, 62 acetone two generators, 
of Atmospheric (4%) seeding at 






































Figure 11. Target areas for projects during 1962 are shaded. 
















Aug 31, 63 
May 1, 63-
Aug 1, 63 
Jun 1, 61-




AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
AgI Ground-based No 
generators 




AgI-NaI- 2 AT6 aircraft No 
Acetone each equipped 
with two gener-
ators, seeding 















































Figure 12. Target areas for projects during 1963 are shaded. 
:.aa 
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TABLE 14 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/Big Stone Jun 18, 64- AgI Ground-based No 
County Weather, Aug 27, 64 generators 
Inc. 
/Big Stone Jun 18, 64- AgI Ground-based No 
County Weather, Aug 27, 64 generators 
Inc. 
/Central Jun 28, 64- AgI Ground-based No 
Minnesota Aug 31, 64 generators 
Weather, Inc. 
-- Apr 16, 64- AgI AT6 aircraft No 
Aug 1, 64 with acetone 
generators 
/the three AgI No 
counties 
/Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 64- AgI-NaI- 2 AT6 aircraft No 
Hail Suppression Aug 31, 64 Acetone each equipped 
Association with two gener-
ators, at cloud 
base and near 
-SC; 20 ground 
generators 
/DAWRM May 16, 64- Ag I-Acetone 1 AT6 aircraft Yes, between 
Jul 25, 64 (2.5% during equipped with north or 
May; 4% two generators, south target 
during Jun seeding below areas 














to conduct research 
leading to the 
development of 







Figure 13. Target areas for projects during 1964 are shaded. The crosshatched areas were the targets for 
an experimental project. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
TABLE 15 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1965-1 Air Weather /U.S. Air Force Nov 1, 65- 3 oz dry 3 oz cakes Probably Test ground-based 
Service of Apr 1, 66 ice cakes supported by not techniques to dissi-
the U.S. tethered or pate supercooled 
Air Force free-floating fog and stratus 
balloons 
1965-2 Cloud -- Approx'ly Agl-NaI- 5 AT6 aircraft No Rain Augmentation 
Modification May 10, 65- Acetone with AgI gener- Hail Reduction 





1965-3 Institute of Shade Hill May 1, 65-
Atmospheric Project/DAWRM Aug 15, 65 
AgI-Nal- 1 AT6 aircraft 
Acetone with acetone 
Test effects of AgI 
seeding from air- ij 
Lu 
~ 
Sciences, noon to 8 p.m. (2% by wt) generators at craft or rainfall 
SDSM&T cloud base from cumuliform 
clouds 
1965-4 Institute of Rapid Project/ Jun 12, 65- AgI-NaI- 1 SNJ-5 aircraft Yes, 11 Test effects of AgI 
Atmospheric DAWRM Aug 15, 65 Acetone with two acetone test cases seeding from air-
Sciences, (5% by wt) generators at declared craft or rainfall 
SDSM&T cloud base from cumuliform 
clouds 
1965-5 Western /the three AgI No Rain Augmentation 
S.D. Rain counties 
Increase 
Corp. 
1965-6 Brewer- /Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 65- AgI-NaI- 1 SNJ-5 & 1 AT6 No Rain Augmentation 
Fisher Hail Suppression Aug 31, 65 Acetone each equipped Hail Reduction 
Aviation, Association (4% by wt) with two gener-
Inc. a tors. seeding 
at cloud base & 
near -SC; 20 
ground generators 
~ 
Figure 14. Target areas for projects during 1965 are shaded. The crosshatched area was the target for 
an experimental project. 
"-· - ~ ~ 
TABLE 16 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1966-1 Air Weather /U.S. Air Force Nov 1, 65- 3 oz dry 3 oz cakes Probably not Test ground-based 
Service, Apr 1, 66 ice cakes supported by techniques to dis-
U.S. Air tethered or sipate supercooled 
Force free-floating fog and stratus 
balloons 
1966-2 Lemmon Corson County May 1, 66- Agl-Nal- 1 T-34 aircraft No Rain Augmentation 
Aircraft Cloud Seeding Aug 31, 66 Acetone with two acetone Hail Reduction 
Company Project/the (4% by wt), generators at 
county AgI impreg- cloud base 
nated corn 
cobs 
1966-3 Institute of Rapid Project/ May 15, 66- AgI-NaI- 6 ground-based Yes, random- Investigate effects 
Atmospheric DAWRM Aug 15, 66 Acetone generators, 1 ized cross- of AgI upon convec-
Sciences, SNJ5 aircraft over tive cloud rainfall 
SDSM&T with two gener-
ators at cloud 
base 
1966-4 Institute of Shade Hill May 15, 66- AgI-NaI- 1 aircraft with Yes Test effects of AgI 
Atmospheric Project/DAWRM Aug 15, 66 Acetone acetone gener- seeding from air-
Sciences, (2% by wt) ators at cloud craft on rainfall 
SDSM&T base from cumuliform 
clouds 
1966-5 Institute of Cloud Cooler & May 16, 66- Dry ice 1 aircraft Yes, random- Test effects of dry 
Atmospheric Salt Shaker Aug 15, 66 NaCl ized seeding ice and sodium 
Sciences, Projects/DAWRM of individual chloride seeding 





TABLE 16 (Cont.) 
REF. 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 1966-6 Institute of Project Hail- Jun 9, 66- AgI Weathercord 
Test effects of 
Atmospheric swath/National Jul 11, 66 
releases on 
seeding of cumulus 
Sciences, Science Founda-
ground; Alecto 
clouds upon hail 
SDSM&T tion 
pyrotechnics 
formation from aircraft 1966-7 Cloud Hughes Project/ 
AgI 
No Rain Augmentation 




1966-8 Western /the three 
AgI 
No Rain Augmentation 
S.D. Rain counties 
Increase 
Corp. 
1966-9 Brewer- /Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 66- AgI-NaI- 2 aircraft each No 
Rain Augmentation 
Fisher Hail Suppression Aug 31, 66 Acetone with two gener-
Hail Reduction 
Aviation, Association 
(4% by wt), ators, seeding Inc. 
flares at cloud base 
& near -SC 1966-10 Cloud /Ward Rain Jun 10, 66-
No Rain Augmentation 





Figure 15. Target areas for projects during 1966 are shaded. 
for experimental projects. 




NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 




1967-2 Lemmon Corson County 
Aircraft Cloud Seeding 
Company Project/the 
county 
1967-3 Lemmon Perkins Project/ 
Aircraft the county 
Company 
1967-4 Cloud Buffalo-Brule-
Modification Hughes Project/ 
Service, the three 
Inc. counties 
1967-5 Western /the three 
S .D. Rain counties 
Increase 
Corp. I 
1967-6 Brewer- /Bowman-Slope 
Fisher Hail Suppression 
Aviation, Association 
Inc. 
~ ·- ~ - --
~ - --= ~ c::..:.:: 
REF. PROJECT 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 
1967-7 Cloud /Ward Rain 
Modification Increase Corp. 
Service, 
Inc. 
1967-8 Institute of /U.S. Naval 
Atmospheric Weapons Center 
Sciences, 
SDSM&T 





OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
May 15, 67- AgI-NaI- 1 Baron aircraft Yes, random- Investigate effects Aug 15, 67 Acetone with two acetone ized cross- of Ag! upon convec-(2% by wt), generators, at over tive cloud rainfall 40 gm 
flares 
May 1, 67- AgI-NaI-





May 15, 67- AgI-NaI-
Aug 31, 67 Acetone, 
Pyrotech-
nics 
May 1, 67 
Aug 31, 67 
Jun 1, 67- AgI-NaI-
Aug 31, 67 Acetone 









Jul 27, 67 
Jul 17, 67- Very Pistol 
Jul 21, 67 flares, 
Alectos, 120 
gm flares 
May 15, 67- NaCl 
Aug 15, 67 
cloud base 
1 AT6 aircraft 
with two gener-
ators and flare 
racks, at cloud 
base 
1 aircraft with 
acetone gener-
ators, and Very 
Pistol 
3 AT6 aircraft 
at cloud base 
3 aircraft each 
with two gener-
ators seeding at 
cloud base and 




1 AT6 aircraft 
equipped with 
two generators 
and two flare 
racks, seeding 
at cloud base 
and near -SC 
1 Baron air-
craft with salt 
hopper, seeding 
































Detect effects of 
heavy seeding with 
pyrotechnics for 




of sodium chloride 







Figure 16. Target areas for projects during 1967 are shaded. The crosshatched areas were the targets 
for experimental projects. 
TABLE 18 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1968-1 WRDC /Big Stone May 6, 68- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
County Weather, Aug 25, 68 generators Augmentation 
Inc. 
1968-2 WRDC /Big Stone May 6, 68- Ag! Ground-based No Precipitation 
County Weather, Aug 25, 68 generators Augmentation 
Inc. 
1968-3 Institute of Rapid Project/ May 15, 68- Agl-NaI- 1 Baron aircraft Yes, random- Investigate effects 
Atmospheric DAWRM Aug 15, 68 Acetone with two acetone ized cross- of AgI upon convec-
Sciences, generators at over tive cloud rainfall 




1968-4 Institute of Grand River May 15, 68- Agl-Nal- Very heavy com- No Rain Augmentation 
Atmospheric Project/U.S. Aug 31, 68 Acetone mercial exper- Hail Reduction 
Sciences, Naval Weapons 24, 70 & imental daytime 
SDSM&T Center, DAWRM, 120 gm & nighttime 
Perkins County, flares seeding by three 




1968-5 Cloud Brule-Buffalo May 1, 68- Agl-NaI- 1 AT6 aircraft No Rain Augmentation 
Modification Project/the two Sep 30, 68 Acetone at cloud base Hail Reduction 
Service, counties daylight (6-12% by and at -SC 















TABLE 18 (Cont.) 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
Cloud Miner Project/ May 1, 68- AgI-NaI- 1 AT6 aircraft, No Rain Augmentation 
Modification the county Sep 30, 68 Acetone at cloud base Hail Reduction 
Service, daylight (6-12% by and -8C 
Inc. hours only wt) 
Western S.D. /the three Jan 1, 68- AgI-NaI- 1 Globe Swift No Primarily Rain 
Rain Increase counties Dec 31, 68 Acetone aircraft, at Augmentation, Some 
Corp. cloud base Hail Reduction 
Brewer-Fisher /Bowman-Slope Jun 1, 68- AgI-NaI- 4 aircraft each No Rain Augmentation 
Aviation, Hail Suppression Aug 31, 68 Acetone having two Hail Reduction 
Inc. Association (4% by wt) generators, 
Pyrotechnics seeding at cloud 
base & near -SC 
Cloud /Rain Incorpor- May 1, 68- 1 aircraft No Rain Augmentation 
Modification ated Aug 31, 68 equipped with Hail Reduction 
Service, daylight generators 
Inc. hours only 
Cloud /Mountrail May 1, 68- No Rain Augmentation 
Modification Weather Modifi- Aug 31, 68 Hail Reduction 
Service, cation Corp. 
Inc. 
Cloud /Ward Rain May 12, 68- No Rain Augmentation 
Modification Increase Corp. Jul 31, 68 Hail Reduction 
Service, 
Inc. 
Alex /Black Hills Feb 20, 68- Ag! 2 ground-based No Snow increase 
Koscielski Chairlift Corp. Apr 15, 68 generators 
.-.··:·~············-· ... ~ 
:: 
1968-+:,::'~~::: T '''L . 
Target areas for projects during 1968 are shaded. 
an experimental project. 








NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 




1969-2- Institute of Grand River 
Atmospheric Randomized 
Sciences, Proj ect/DAWRM, 
SDSM&T Perkins County, 
Corson County 
1969-3 Cloud Miner Project/ 
Modification the county 
Service, 
Inc. 
1969-4 Western S .D. /the three 
Rain Increase counties 
Corp. 
1969-5 Brewer-Fisher /Bowman-Slope 




NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 




1969-7 Cloud /Ward Rain 





OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
Jun 1, 69- AgI 1 Baron aircraft Yes, 1/3 days Determine effects Aug 15, 69 Salt with pyrotech- AgI seed; 1/3 of salt and silver (5 days/wk) nics and salt days salt iodide seeding upon 
hopper, radar seed; 1/3 convective clouds 
used days no seed in the Northern 
Great Plains 
Jun 1, 69- AgI-NaI- 1 AT6 & 1 Cessna Yes, 2/3 days Determine effects Aug 15, 69 Acetone 210 aircraft at seeded of seeding cumulus 0800 MST to (3% by wt) cloud base and clouds on rainfall dusk 24 gm photer at -8C over larger areas flashes 
May 1, 69- AgI-NaI- 1 AT6 aircraft No, daylight Rain Augmentation Aug 31, 69 Acetone at cloud base hours only Hail Reduction daylight hrs (3% by wt) and near OC 
Apr - Nov AgI-NaI- 1 Globe Swift No, coordi- Primarily rain daylight hrs Acetone aircraft nated from increase 
equipped with Jun 1-Aug 15 
two generators for Cloud 
Catcher Proj. 
Jun 1, 61- AgI-NH4I- 4 aircraft each No Rain Augmentation Aug 31, 61 Acetone with two gener- Hail Reduction 
ators, seeding 
below base and 
near -SC 
TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
May 15, 69- AgI-NaI- 2 AT6 aircraft Yes, 2/3 of Determine effects of 
Aug 15, 69 Acetone each having two days seeded cumulus cloud seeding 
1000 CDT to (3% by wt) generators, at over larger areas: 
sunset cloud base and Rain Augmentation & 
at -SC; 9 ground Hail Reduction 
generators 
Jun 1, 69- No Rain Augmentation 




Figure 18. Target areas for projects during 1969 are shaded. The crosshatched areas were the targets 
for experimental projects. 
TABLE 20 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1970-1 WRDC Grant County/ Jun 15, 70- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
Sep 15, 70 generators Augmentation 
(Cont. period) 
1970-2 WRDC /Big Stone Jun 15, 70- AgI Ground-based No Precipitation 
County Weather, Sept 15, 70 generators Augmentation 
Inc. (Cont. period) 
1970-3 Cloud Buffalo-Gregory May 15, 70- AgI-Nal- 1 AT6 aircraft, No Rain Augmentation 
Modification Project/the two Aug 15, 70 Acetone at cloud base Hail Reduction 
Service, counties (3% by wt) and at 0°C 
Inc. 
1970-4 Institute of Project Cloud Jun 1, 70- AgI-NaI- 1 Baron aircraft Yes, 1/3 days Determine effects 
Atmospheric Catcher/DAWRM Aug 15, 70 Acetone with pyrotech- AgI seed: 1/3 of salt and silver 
Sciences, (5 days/wk) (3% by wt) nics and salt days salt iodide seeding upon 
SDSM&T hopper seed: 1/3 convective clouds 
days no seed 
1970-5 Institute of Grand River Jun 1, 70- AgI-NaI- 1 Baron and 1 Yes, 2/3 days Determine effects 
Atmospheric Randomized Aug 15, 70 Acetone AT6 aircraft, seeded of seeding cumulus 
Sciences, Proj ect/DAWRM, 0800 MST to (3% by wt), below base and clouds or rainfall 
SDSM&T Perkins County, dusk 24 gm photo- at -SC over larger areas 
Corson County flashes 
1970-6 Brewer-Fisher Potter Project/ t-fay 10, 70- Agl-NH4I- 1 Twin Comanche No Rain Augmentation Aviation, the county Aug 15, 70 Acetone aircraft, at Hail Reduction 
Inc. (4% by wt) cloud base 
1970-7 Western S.D. /the three Apr - Sep 70 AgI-NaI- 1 Globe Swift No, coordi- Rain Augmentation 
Rain Increase counties Acetone aircraft, at nated with 








TABLE 20 (Cont.) 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
1970-8 Brewer-Fisher /Southwestern Jun 1, 70- AgI-NH4I- 4 aircraft each No 
Rain Augmentation 
Aviation, N.D. Hail Sup- Aug 31, 70 · Acetone equipped with Hail Reduction 
Inc. pression Assoc. (4% by wt) two generators, 
seeding at cloud 
base & near -5C 
1970-9 Cloud Mountrail-Ward Jun 15, 70- AgI-NH4I- 3 AT6 aircraft No Rain Augmentation Modification Project/Ward Aug 31, 70 Acetone each with two Hail Reduction 
Service, WMA, Mountrail (3% by wt) generators, at 
Inc. WMA* cloud base 
1970-10 Institute of N.D. Pilot May 24, 70- Agl-Nal- 1 AT6 and 1 Yes, 2/3 Determine effects 
Atmospheric Project/DAWRM, Aug 15, 70 Acetone Comanche 250 days seeded of cumulus cloud 
Sciences, McKenzie WMA 1000 CDT to (3% by wt) aircraft each seeding over large 
SDSM&T sunset with two gener- area: Rain Augmen-
ators, at cloud tation and Hail 
base & at -5C Reduction 
*WMA = Weather Modification Authority 
Target areas for projects during 1970 are shaded. 
for experimental projects. 





REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT 
1971-1 Cloud Buffalo, Brule, May 15, 71- AgI-NH4I Modification Lyman & Gregory Aug 15, 71 
Service, Project/the 
Inc. four counties 
1971-2 Lemmon Corson & Perkins May 15, 71- AgI-NH4I Aircraft Project/the two Aug 15, 71 
Company counties 
1971-3 Western S.D. Custer Project/ May 15, 71- AgI-NH4I Rain Increase the county Aug 31, 71 
Corp. 
1971-4 Institute of Project Cloud Jun 17, 71- AgI (6 days) 
Atmospheric Catcher/DAWRM Aug 15, 71 Salt (10 days 
Sciences, (5 days/wk) 
SDSM&T 
1971-5 Brewer-Fisher /Southwestern Jun 1, 71- AgI-NH4I-Aviation, N .D. Hail Aug 31, 71 Acetone 
Inc. Suppression (4% by wt) 
Association 
TABLE 21 (Cont.) 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT 
1971-6 Cloud Mountrail-Ward May 15, 71- AgI-NH4I-
Modification Project/Ward Aug 15, 71 Acetone 
Service, Inc. WMA, Mountrail (3% by wt) 
WMA 
1971-7 Institute of N.D. Pilot May 1, 71- AgI-NH4I-
Atmospheric Project/DAWRM, Aug 15, 71 Acetone 




4 AT6 aircraft 
with acetone 
generators 








1 Baron aircraft 
!With pyrotech-
nics and salt 
hopper 




base & near -SC 
DELIVERY 
MODE 




1 Comanche 250 




base & at -SC 
RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
No Rain Augmentation 
Hail Reduction 
No Rain Augmentation 
Hail Reduction 
No, however, Rain Augmentation 
seeding from Hail Reduction 
6-7 to 8-15 
was coordi-




Yes, 1/3 days Determine effects 
AgI seed; 1/3 of salt & silver 
days salt iodide seeding 
seed; 1/3 upon convective 
days no seed; clouds over larger 
20 test cases area 
No Rain Augmentation 
Hail Reduction 
RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
No Rain Augmentation 
Hail Reduction 
Yes, 2/3 Determine effects of 
days seeded silver iodide seeding 
on convective clouds 
over larger areas: 













Figure 20. Target areas for projects during 1971 are shaded. The crosshatched areas were the targets 
for experimental projects. 
TABLE 22 
I OPERATOR I PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? OBJECTIVE 
I Institute of I Project Cloud Jun 5-9, 72 AgI 1 Baron aircraft Yes, 1/3 days Determine effects 
Atmospheric Catcher/DAWRM Jun 27-30, 72 Salt with pyrotech- AgI seed; 1/3 of salt and silver 
Sciences, Jul 6-Aug 1, nics and salt days salt iodide seeding upon 
SDSM&T 72: Weekends hopper seed; 1/3 convective clouds 
seeded in days no seed in the Northern 
cooperation Great Plains 
with 1972-2 
I 
I S.D. Weather S.D. Weather May 1, 72- AgI-NH4I- 7 light twin- INo !Rain Augmentation Control Modification Aug 31, 72 Acetone, engine aircraft Hail Reduction 
Commission Program/State Pyrotechnics with acetone 
of S .D., coun- generators and 
ties . flare racks 
I Weather I /Southwestern Jun 1, 72- AgI-NH4I- 4 twin-engine No Rain Augmentation 
Modification N .D. Hail Aug 31, 72 Acetone aircraft each Hail Reduction 
Inc. Suppression (4% by wt) equipped with 
Association two generators, 
seeding at cloud 
base & near -SC 
I 
I Cloud Mountrail-Ward Jun 1, 72- AgI-NH4I- 3 AT6G aircraft Yes, for rainlRain Augmentation Modification Project/Ward Sep 15, 72 Acetone equipped with augmentation; Hail Reduction 
Service, WMA, Mountrail (4% by wt), two generators; No, for hail 
Inc. WMA, DAWRM NaCl 2 Dehavilland reduction 
DHC-2 
I Institute of I N. D. Pilot I Jun 1, 72- rgI-NR4I- rircraft Yes, 2/3 days Determine effects Atmospheric Project/DAWRM, Aug 31, 72 Acetone equipped with declared seed of seeding convec-
Sciences, McKenzie WMA (4% by wt), salt hoppers & days (see tive clouds over 
SDSM&T NaCl one generator 1972-4) larger areas: 
each, all seed- Rain Augmentation & 







TABLE 22 (Cont.) 
REF. PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT 
1972-6 Alex Terry Peak/ AgI Koscielski 
1972-1 
Figure 21. Target areas for projects during 1972 are shaded. 






Snow pack increase 
for ski resort area 
l.n 
w 




NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 
1973-1 Aviation /Tri-County 
Services, Association, 
Inc. DAWRM 
1973-2 S.D. Weather S.D. Weather 
Modification Modification 
Commission Program/State of 
S .D., counties 
1973-3 Weather /Southwestern 
Modification, N.D. Hail 
Inc. Suppression 
Association 
1973-4a Weather /Central Bur-
Modification, leigh County 
Inc. Weather Modifi-
cation Assoc. 
1973-4b Weather /North Emmons 
Modification, County Weather 
Inc. Modification 
Association 




NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 
1973-6 Louis S. Foster Project/ 
Reimers 
1973-7 Jamestown Eddy Project/ 
Aviation, 
Inc. 




OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
PERIOD AGENT MODE 
Jun 1, 73- AgI-NH4I- 4 aircraft each Aug 31, 73 Acetone with two gener-
(3% by wt) ators, seeding 
below base 
May 1, 73- AgI-NH4I- 17 light twin-Aug 31, 73 Acetone, engine aircraft 
Pyrotechnics with generators 
and flare racks, 
seeding at cloud 
base & at -SC 
May 1, 73- AgI-NH4I- 4 aircraft each Aug 31, 73 Acetone with two gener-
(4% by wt) ators, seeding 
at cloud base 
& near -SC 
May 17, 73- AgI-NH4I- 2 twin-engine Aug 31, 73 Acetone aircraft each 
(4% by wt), with two gener-
Photo flashes ators, at cil.oud 
base & near -SC 
Jun 13, 73-
Aug 15, 73 
Jun 14, 73- AgI-? 1 aircraft, 
Aug 31, 73 Acetone, seeding at 
Pyrotechnics cloud base 
TABLE 23 (Cont.) 
OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
PERIOD AGENT MODE 
AgI-NH4I-
1 Twin Comanche, 
Acetone seeding at cloud 
(4% by wt) base 
Jun 16, 73- AgI-? 1 aircraft, 
Jul 30, 73 Acetone, seeding at cloud 
Pyrotechnics base 
Jul 3, 73- AgI-NH4I-
1 Twin Comanche 
Sep 20, 73 Acetone with two gener-
(4% by wt) ators, seeding 



















































Figure 22. Target areas for projects during 1973 are shaded. 
TABLE 24 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
Nelson Project/ Jun 1, 74- Agl-NH4I- 1 aircraft with No Nelson WMA Aug 31, 74 Acetone two generators 
(2% by wt), and flare racks, 
Pyrotechnics seeding at cloud 
base 
S.D. Weather May 1, 74- AgI-NH4I- 19 light twin- No Modification Aug 31, 74 Acetone, engine aircraft 
Program/State of Pyrotechnics with generators 
S.D., counties & flare racks, 
seeding at cloud 
base & at -5C 
/NoDak Weather May 15, 74- AgI-NH4I- 5 twin-engine No Modification Aug 31, 74 Acetone aircraft each 
Association, (2% by wt) equipped with 
Inc. two generators, 
2 aircraft had 
flare racks, 
seeding at cloud 
base & at -5C 
/Southwestern May 1, 74- AgI-NH
4
I- 4 twin-engine No 
N .D. Hail Sup- Aug 31, 74 Acetone aircraft each 
pression Assoc. (2% in May, equipped with 
4% in Jun- two generators, 
Aug) seeding at cloud 
base & near -SC 
McLean Project/ Jun 10, 74- Ag1-NH
4
I- 1 turbo-twin No 
McLean WMA Sep 10, 74 Acetone engine aircraft 
(3% by wt), equipped with 
Pyrotechnics two generators 




























TABLE 24 (Cont.) 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/Tri-County May 15, 74- AgI-NH4I- 4 aircraft each No Association Aug 31, 74 Acetone equipped with 
(3% by wt) two generators, 
seeding below 
cloud base 
/Central Dakota May 15, 74- AgI-NH4I- 2 twin-engine No 
Weather Modifi- Aug 31, 74 Acetone aircraft each 
cation Assoc. equipped with 
two generators, 
seeding at cloud 
base 
Project SOFT/ Aug 1, 74- 1. 5 dihy- 1 Aztec aircraft Yes 
State of S.D. Aug 31, 74 droxynaph- with one gener-
thalene ator, seeding at 
-SC 













NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 
1975-1 Aviation Ward Project/ 
Services, Ward WMA 
Inc. 
1975-2 Aviation McLean Project/ 
Services, McLean WMA 
Inc. 
1975-3 Weather /Southwestern 
Modification, N.D. Hail 
Inc. Suppression 
Association 




1975-5 Weather Sargeant Project, 
Modification, Sargeant WMA 
Inc. 
REF. PROJECT 
NO. OPERATOR NAME/SPONSOR 
1975-6 S.D. Weather S.D. Weather 
Modification Modification 
Commission Program/State of 
S.D., counties 
1975-7 Maurice D. McKenzie Project/ 
Birkholz, McKenzie WMA 
Consultant 
1975-8 Maurice D. Mountrail 
Birkholz, Project/Mountrail 
Consultant WMA 
1975-9 Cloud Physics Project SOFT/ 
Laboratory, National Oceanic 
Denver and Atmospheric 
Research Administration, 




May 15, 75- AgI-NH4I-Sep 15, 75 Acetone 
(2% by wt), 
Pyrotechnics 
May 15, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Aug 31, 75 Acetone 
(2% by wt), 
Pyrotechnics 
Jun 1, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Aug 31, 75 Acetone 
(4% by wt) 
May 15, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Aug 31, 75 Acetone 
(2% by wt), 
Pyrotechnics 
Jun 15, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Aug 31, 75 Acetone 
(2% by wt) 
Pyrotechnics 
TABLE 2? (Cont.) 
OPERATIONAL SEEDING 
PERIOD AGENT 
May 1, 75 AgI-NH4I-
Aug 31, 75 Acetone 
(2% by wt) 
Pyrotechnics 
May 1, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Aug 15, 75 Acetone 
(3% by wt) 
Jun 1, 75- AgI-NH4I-
Sep 14, 75 Acetone 
(3% by wt) 
Jun 1, 75- 1. 5 dihy-




2 aircraft each 
equipped with 
two generators 
and flare racks, 
seeding at cloud 
base & near -SC 
1 Twin Comanche 
with two gener-
ators and flare 
racks, seeding 
at cloud base 
& near -SC 
4 aircraft each 
equipped with 
two generators, 
seeding at cloud 
base 




at cloud base 
& at -SC 
1 Twin Comanche 
aircraft with 
two generators, 
seeding at cloud 




seeding at cloud 









seeding with one 







































1976-4 N.D. Weather 
Modification 
Board 











Figure 24. Target areas for projects during 1975 are shaded. 
c::, - - - -
TABLE 26 
PROJECT OPERATIONAL SEEDING DELIVERY 
NAME/SPONSOR PERIOD AGENT MODE RANDOMIZED? 
/Central May 22, 76- AgI Ground-based No 
Minnesota Nov 25, 76 generators 
Weather, Inc. (Contract 
period) 
/Big Stone May 25, 76- AgI Ground-based No 
County Weather, Nov 25, 76 generators 
Inc. (Contract 
period) 
/Southeast May 1, 76- AgI-NH4I- 3 aircraft 
No 
Association of Aug 31, 76 Acetone seeding at cloud 
Counties, State Pyrotechnics base 
of S.D. 
N.D. Cloud May 1, 76- AgI-NH4I- 8 aircraft at 
No 
Modification Aug 31, 76 Acetone cloud base, and 
Project/State Pyrotechnics at -SC 
of N.D. WMA's 
N.D. Cloud May 15, 76- AgI-NH4I- 6 aircraft at No Modification Sep 15, 76 Acetone cloud base, and 
Project/State Pyrotechnics at -SC of N.D., WMA's 
/Northwest May 1, 76- AgI-NH4I- Aircraft at No Association of Aug 31, 76 Acetone cloud base, and 
Counties, State Pyrotechnics at -SC 
of S.D. 
/Minnesota Jun 20, 76- AgI-NH4I- 1 aircraft at No 
Weather Modifi- Aug 31, 76 Acetone cloud base, and 
cation Assoc. Pyrotechnics at -lOC 




























References and other sources of information which provide 
documentation on the weather modification projects in this report are 
listed below. The available reports for some of the projects inadequately 
described the operational design and activities of these projects. 
Reports could not b~ found for many other projects. 
A copy of each of the references shown below is in the possession 
of Martin R. Schock, author of this report. This list of references is 
not meant to be a complete bibliography for the projects. Rather, 
references given are usually institutional reports of the projects 
prepared by the operators. 
Articles appearing in technical journals are not cited because 
they usually do not discuss the projects operations, design, and activities 
as thoroughly as the reports. However, when assessing results of the 
projects, articles in technical journals and other papers should not be 
overlooked because these sources of information often reflect a later 
opinion on the results achieved. 
1951-1 (ND-1) 
Stone, N. C., 1976: Personal communication listing WRDC projects in 
the Dakotas and Minnesota from 1951. Water Resources Development 
Corporation, Palm Springs, CA. 
Friggens, P., 1951: Did Rain-makers Change the Weather? September 
1951, Farm Journal, p. 34. 
1951-2 (ND-2) 
Ref. no. 1 
Cloud Seeders Would Continue Despite Heavy N.D. Rainfall. The Bismarck 
Tribune, September 1, 1951, Bismarck, ND. 





Ref. no. 1 
1951-4 (SD-1) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 2 
Cloud Seeding Review for SD-1,2,3,4,5. Report No. 220, September 1954, 
by American Institute of Aerological Research for Water Resources 
Development Corporation, Denver, CO, 25 pp. 
.Analysis of Climatological Data for Survey of Cloud Seeding Period in 
South Dakota--June through September 1951. South Dakota State 
College, Brookings~ SD, 55 pp. 
1951-5 (SD-2) 
Ref. nos. 1, 2 and 3 
1951-6 (SD-3) 
Ref. nos. 1, 2 and 3 
1952-1 (ND-1) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 2 
Rainmakers Can't End Drought, Dakotas Find. Minneapolis Morning 
Tribune, June 18, 1952, Minneapolis, MN. 
1952-2 (ND-2) 
Ref. no. 1 
1952-3 (SD-1) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
Rapid City Daily Journal. May 29, 1952. 
Sinclair, G. J., 1952: 
in South Dakota. 
1952-4 (SD-2) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
Analysis of the Three Rain Increasing Projects 
South Dakota State .College, Brookings, SD, 22 pp. 
Battle, J. A., W. F. Jones, and C. Todd, 1952: Report of Cloud Seeding 
Experiments for the Grand River Valley Weather Improvement Asso-




Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
Berndt, G.D., 1957: An Evaluation of Commercial Cloud Seeding Opera-
tions Conducted During the Summer Months in South Dakota. June 
1957 Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control, 
Vol. 'rI, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, p. 69-86. 
1953-1 (SD-4) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
1953-2 (SD-5) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
The Daily Plainsman. April 3, 1953, Huron, SD. 
1953-3 (SD-1) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
Operations Report 1951-1952-1953. No. 168, August 1953, by American 
Institute of Aerological Research for Water Resources Development 
Corporation, Denver, CO, 13 pp. 
1953-4 (SD-3) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 4 
1953-5 (SD-2) 
Battle, J. A., and w. J. Jones, 1953: Cloud Seeding Operations for 
Grand River Valley Weather Improvement Association--1953. Weather 
Improvement Company, Redlands, CA, 12 pp. 
1954-1 (ND-4) 
Ref. no. 1 
Report on Cloud Seeding Operations. No. 226, October 1954, American 
Institute of Aerological Research for Water Resources Development 
Corporation, Denver, CO, 5 pp. 
1954-2 (SD-6) 
Ref. nos. 1 and 3 
1954-3 (SD-3) 





1954-3 (SD 3) (Cont.) 
Sinclair, G. J., 1954: Cloud Seeding Results in South Dakota During 
the Seeded Years 1951-1954. South Dakota State College, Brookings, 
SD, 49 pp. 
1954-4 (SD-1) 
Ref. no. 3 
Annual Report--1954. South Dakota Weather Control Commission, Pierre, 
SD, p. 6. 
1954-5 (SD-4) 
Ref. no. 3 
1954-6 (SD-5) 
Ref. no. 3 
1956-1 (SD-7) 
Ref. no. 1 
1956-2 (SD-8) 
Ref. no. 1 
Cloud Seeding Operations Report. No. 379, December 1957, American 
Institute of Aerological Research for Water Resources Development 
Corporation, Denver, CO, 9 pp. 
1957-1 (SD-7) 
Ref. no. 1 
195 7-2 (SD-8) 
Ref. no. 5 
1958-1 (ND-5) 
Ref. no. 1 
1958-2 (SD-9) 
Ref. no. 1 
Friby, E. M., 1960: Report on South Dakota State College Activities 
Connected with Cloud Modification--1957 to 1960. South Dakota 
State College, Brookings, SD, 30 pp. 
69 
1958-3 (Cont.) 
Note: The target area is drawn to encompass the four seeded cases. 
1959-1 (ND-5) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-2 (SD-10) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-3 (SD-11) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-4 (SD-12) 
Ref. no. 1 
W ther Modification Operations to Increase Precipitation. 
Repor~e;:rte:o. 420, Water Resources Development Corporation, Denver, 
co, 5 pp. 
1959-5 (SD-13) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-6 (SD-14) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-7 (SD-15) 
Ref. no. 1 
1959-8 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
Ref. no. 6 
Note: The target area is drawn to encompass the three seeded cases. 
1960-1 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
1961-1 (SD-16) 




Ref. no. 1 
1961-3 (MI-2) 
Ref. no. 1 
70 
Weather Modification Contractors with Aircraft (a company sales brochure). 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc., Minot, ND. 
Note: The target area was given as a portion of southeastern Mountrail 
County and northwestern McLean County. 
A Summary and Observations of the Cloud Seeding Done in the Black Hills 
of South Dakota, Sunnner of 1961. May 1962, Memorandum of the 
Chairman to Members of the Connnittee on Public Works--United States 
Senate, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC, 52 pp. 
Brewer, W., 1976: A personal note on the early operations of the 
Bowman-Slope Hail Suppression Project. Weather Modification 
Inc., Bowman, ND, 4 pp. 
Conversation with Wilbur Brewer, Weather Modification, Inc., on July 16, 
1976 and February 28, 1977, Bowman, ND. 
1962-1 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
Birkholz, M. D., 1964: Third Annual Report. Cloud Modification 
Service, Inc., Minot, ND, 33 pp. 
Bruce, M. N., 1962: Corson County Weather Modification Project--1962. 
McIntosh, SD, 7 pp. 
None 
Ref. no. 7 
71 
1962-6 
C J H and T J Henderson, 1963: A Study of Convective Clouds 
ope, • •, · · 62 I tit t of Atmo in the Rapid City Area During August 19 . ns u e -
spheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 
Rapid City, SD, 41 pp. 
Note: The research area was defined as the vicinity of Rapid City 
along the eastern foothills of the Black Hills. 
1963-1 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
Ref. no. 8 
None 
Ref. no. 7 
1964-1 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
1964-2 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
1964-3 (MI-2) 
Ref. no. 1 
Ref. no. 8 
None 







Lyons, R. D., 1964: A Randomized Cloud Seeding Experiment in Western 
South Dakota. Progress Report I--1964 Season, Institute of 
Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 
Rapid City, SD, 46 pp. , 
Lavoie, R. L., 1976: Personal communication containing information 
from NSF file no. 66-4. NOAA, Rockville, MD. 
Note: Project conducted over RCA-AFB runway complex. 
Birkholz, M. D., 1965: Fourth Annual Report. Cloud Modification 
Service, Inc., Minot, ND, 31 pp. 
Henderson, T. J., 1965: The Shadehill Cloud Seeding Project: 1965 
Report. Report 65-1, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 36 pp. 
Dennis, A. S., M. R. Schock, A. Koscielski, and P. M. Mielke, 1967: 
Evaluation of Cloud Seeding Experiments in South Dakota During 
1965 and 1966. Report 67-1, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 
71 pp. 
Dennis, A. S., 1966: The Rapid Project: A Randomized Cloud Seeding 
Experiment in Western South Dakota. Report 66-1, Institute of 
Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 
Rapid City, SD, 22 pp. 
None 
Flannagan, M. J., 1966: Observations of Convective Storms in Connection 
with a Hail Suppression Project, Part 1: Description of Cloud 
Seeding Operations and Summary of Meteorological Data. Agricul-
tural Engineering Department, North Dakota State University, Fargo, 
ND, 16 pp. 
Butchbaker, A. F., D. Hinkle, L. J. Hagen, and E. Rodakowski, 1966: 
Observations of Convective Storms in Connection with a Hail 
Suppression Project, Part 2: Analysis of Hailfall Data. Agri-
cultural Engineering Department, North Dakota State University, 
Fargo, ND, 33 pp. 
73 
1965-6 (Cont.) 
Butchbaker, A. F., L. J. Hagen, and D. J. Lacher, 1966: An Analysis 
of Precipitation Records Associated with a Commercial Hail Sup-
pression Project in Southwestern North Dakota. Agricultural 
Engineering Department, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, 
61 pp. 
Ref. no. 9 
Bruce, M. N., 1966: Corson County Weather Modification Project: Section 
I and II. McIntosh, SD, 16 pp. 
Koscielski, A., 1967: Evaluation of Corson County Cloud Seeding Project 
of 1966. Report 67-3, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 9 pp. 
1966-3 
Ref. no. 10 
1966-4 
Ref. no. 10 
1966-5 
Ref. no. 10 
1966-6 
Schleusener, R. A., 1966: Project Hailswath Final Report. Report 66-4, 
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 25 pp. 
Schleusener, R. A., 1966: Project Hailswath: Final Report, Volume 1: 
None 
None 
Summaries and Recommendations. Report 66-9, Institute of Atmo-
spheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 






Butchbaker, A. F., 1969: Radar and Hailfall Observations of Hailstorms 
in Southwestern No~th Dakota During 1967. Agricultural Engineering 
Department, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, 46 pp. 
Butchbaker, A. F., 1969: Hailstorm Characteristics in the Vicinity of 
A Hail Suppression Project in Southwestern North Dakota During 
1966, 1967, and 1968. Agricultural Engineering Department, North 
Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, 19 pp. 
Contract for Services: Between Ward Rain Increase Corporation and 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
Dennis, A. S., A. Koscielski, and C. L. Hartzell, 1968: Rapid Project 
for 1967. Report 68-5, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 57 pp. 
Koscielski, A., 1968: Evaluation of Corson County Cloud Seeding 
Project for 1967. Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota 
School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 7 pp. 
Bruce, M. N., 1969: Corson and Perkins County Cloud Seeding Project for 
1967--Final Report. McIntosh, SD, 12 pp. 
Koscielski, A., 1967: Hail Occurrences in Perkins County, South Dakota. 
Report 67-6, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota 
School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 10 pp. 
Ref. no. 13 
Birkholz, M. D., 1967: Report on Weather Modification, 1966-1967. 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc., Minot, ND. 
Note: This brochure provides a discussion of cloud seeding principles 
and gives a brief corporate background, but gives very little 




Ref. no. 11 
1967-7 
Contract for Services: Between Ward Rain Increase Corporation and 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
J A and R A Schleusener, 1968: Field Evaluation of Donnan, • •, · · SD 17 21 July Pyrotechnic Cloud Seeding Services at Lemmon, -
1967. Report 68-2, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 50 PP· 
M R 1968· Analysis of a Randomized Salt Seeding Experiment 
Schock, c' i's Clo~ds Report 68-8, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
~:ut~~a~ota Scho~l of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 40 PP· 
Summary of Cloud Seeding Operations in South Dakota Boyd, E. I., 1969: i s i 
During 1968. Report 69-3, Institute of Atmospher c c ences, 
School Of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 21 PP· South Dakota 
1968-2 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
1 ki 1969· Report on the Rapid Project. 
Dennis, A. S., and A. Koscie sf A, h~ric Sciences South Dakota School Report 69-5, Institute o tmosp • 
of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 55 PP· 
. The 1968 Grand River Project--A Trial Project in 
Schock, M. R., 1969. R t 69_2 Institute of Atmospheric 
Precipitation ManagementS.h ~p~; Mines'and Technology, Rapid City, Sciences, South Dakota coo 
SD, 48 PP• 
1968-5 
Ref. no. 14 
1968-6 
Ref. no. 14 
1968-7 




Butchbaker, A. F., 1969: Radar and Hailfall Observations of Hailstorms 
in Southwestern North Dakota During 1968. Agricultural Engineering 
Department, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND, 53 pp. 
Ref. no. 12 
Contract for Services: Between Rain Incorporated and Cloud Modification 
Service, Inc. 
Contract for Services: Between Mountrail Weather Modification Corpor-
ation and Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
Contract for Services: Between Ward Rain Increase Corporation and 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
Lavoie, R. L., 1976: Personal communication transmitting Quarterly 
Activity Report for NSF File No. 68-39. NOAA, Rockville, MD. 
Note: Target area given as 2 mile radius of Terry Peak. Three storm 
systems were seeded. 
Dennis, A. S., 1969: Project Cloud Catcher, Part I: Work Plans. 
Report 69-10, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota 
School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 13 pp. 
Koscielski, A., A. S. Dennis, J. H. Hirsch, and K. R. Biswas, 1971: 
Randomized Seeding of Convective Clouds in a Moving Target Area. 
Report 71-6, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota 
School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 213 pp. 
Schock, M. R., 1969: The Grand River Randomized Project, Part I: 
Work Plans. Report 69-7, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 40 pp. 
Schock, M. R., and J. R. Miller, Jr., 1970: The Grand River Randomized 
Project, Part II: First Year Evaluation--1969. Report 70-4, 
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines 




Boyd, E. I., 1970: Summary of Cloud Seeding in South Dakota During 
1970. Report 70-7, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 7 pp. 
Ref. no. 15 
None 
Dennis, A. S., and D. J. Musil, 1969: The North Dakota Pilot Project, 
Part I: Work Plans. Report 69-9, Institute of Atmospheric 
Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid 
City, SD, 39 pp. 
Musil, D. J., 1969: The North Dakota Pilot Project, Part II: Evaluation 
of Data--1969. Report 70-3, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 39 pp. 
Contract for Services: Between Ward Rain Increase Corporation and 
Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
Ref. no. 1 
1970-2 (MI-1) 
Ref. no. 1 
An Assessment of the Big Stone Weather Modification Project: For the 
Years 1968 and 1970. March 1971. Water Resources Development 
Corporation, Palm Springs, CA, 15 pp. 
1970-3 
Boyd, E. I., 1970: Rain and Hailfall Analysis for Gregory County 
Cloud Seeding Project (1970). Report 70-14, Institute of Atmos-
pheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 
Rapid City, SD, 11 pp. 
Boyd, E. I., 1970: Summary of Cloud Seeding Operations in South Dakota 
During 1970. Report 70-15, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 12 pp. 
78 
Dennis, A. S., 1970: Work Plans for Activity in Rapid City Area. 
Supplement No. 2 -to Report 70-5, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 11 pp. 
Dennis, A. S., B. L. Davis, J, H. Boardman, and Paul L. Smith, Jr., 
1971: Interim Report on Research Activities and Results under 
Project Skywater from 1 July 1970 to 30 June 1971. Report 71-18, 
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology, Rapid City, SD, 25 pp. 
Schock, M. R., 1970: The Grand River Randomized Project: 1970 Work 
Plans. Supplement to Report 70-5, Institute of Atmospheric 
Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid 
City, SD, 26 pp. 
Schock, M. R., and J. W. Gelhaus, 1971: The Grand River Randomized 
Project, Part III: Final Evaluation. Report 71-4, Institute 
of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology, Rapid City, SD, 46 pp. 
Gelhaus, J. W., 1973: Examination of the Bad Draw Hypothesis for a 
Randomized Cloud Seeding Project. Report 73-1, Institute of 
Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, 
Rapid City, SD, 34 pp. 
Ref. no. 16 
Nowlen, D. E., 1970: 
Potter County. 
Ref. no. 16 
Ref. no. 7 
Operational Report--Precipitation Management for 
Brewer-Fisher Aviation Inc., Bowman, ND, 9 pp. 
Weather Modification Contract: Between Ward County Weather Modification 
Authority and Cloud Modification Service, Inc. 
Miller, J. R., Jr., 1971: Interim Report on the North Dakota Pilot 
Project from 1 May 1970 to 31 August, 1971. Report 20a (Supple-
ment to Report 20), Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South 





Musil, D. J., 1971: The North Dakota Pilot Project, Part III: Eval-
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